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Heritage Branch  Step 1 

 

 

 

Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the history of Christianity 

as documented in the Bible. Upon completion of this step, Trailmen should be exposed 

to how the doctrines and tradition explained in the Bible apply to our Christian walk 

today. 

1. Who is Jesus? 

2. In your own words, what is the Christmas story? 

3. Who is a character in the Bible and how did God use him or her? 

4. Who is a church hero (not in the Bible) and why is he or she significant? 

5. Who was an example of a Christian martyr and why did he or she die? 

6. What is the importance of prayer? 

7. How should we pray? 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Understand who Jesus is and why he came to 

earth. 

2. Able to identify several Biblical and historical 

figures. 

3. Appreciate the importance of prayer. 

  

 
  

1. Understand who Jesus is and why he came to 

earth. 

2. Able to identify several Biblical and historical 

figures. 

3. Appreciate the importance of prayer.  

4. . 

 

  

 

1. Able to clearly tell another person who Jesus is. 

2. Pray regularly for troop, leaders, and fellow 

Trailmen. 

 

  

Memorize the Lord's Prayer 
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Helps 

1. Who is Jesus?

a. Goal:  To truly understand and appreciate who Jesus is and what he
did for us.

b. Lesson:  Jesus Christ is the eternal Son of God, the second person of the
Trinity, who became a man so that he could live a perfect life and suffer the
penalty of sin on behalf of his people. He is the Way, the Truth, and the Life,
and those who confess Him as Lord and trust in him for salvation will dwell
with him eternally.

c. Examples:

i. How does the Bible describe Jesus?
1. Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince

of Peace  Isaiah 9:6

2. Suffering Servant  Isaiah 53

3. The Word Become Flesh  John 1:1, 14

4. Bread of Life  John 6:35

5. I AM  John 8:58

6. The Resurrection and the Life  John 11:25-26

7. The Way, the Truth, and the Life  John 14:6

8. My Lord and My God  John 20:28

9. Lord of Lords  Philippians 2:5-11

10. Our Great God and Savior  Titus 2:13

11. Mediator  1 Timothy 2:5

12. Alpha and Omega  Revelation 1:8

ii. How has the Church historically described Jesus?
1. Apostles Creed  I believe in God, the Father almighty,

creator of heaven and earth. I believe in Jesus Christ, God's

only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,

born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was

crucified, died, and was buried; he descended to the dead.

On the third day he rose again; he ascended into heaven,

he is seated at the right hand of the Father, and he will come

to judge the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit,

the holy catholic Church, the communion of saints, the

forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life

everlasting. Amen.

2. Nicene Creed  I believe in one God, the Father Almighty,
Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and
invisible. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son
of God, begotten of the Father before all worlds; God of God,
Light of Light, very God of very God; begotten, not made,
being of one substance with the Father, by whom all things
were made. Who, for us men for our salvation, came down
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from heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy Spirit of the 
virgin Mary, and was made man; and was crucified also for us 
under Pontius Pilate; He suffered and was buried; and the 
third day He rose again, according to the Scriptures; and 
ascended into heaven, and sits on the right hand of the 
Father; and He shall come again, with glory, to judge the 
quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall have no end. And I 
believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life; who 
proceeds from the Father and the Son; who with the 
Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified; who 
spoke by the prophets. And I believe one holy catholic and 
apostolic Church. I acknowledge one baptism for the 
remission of sins; and I look for the resurrection of the dead, 
and the life of the world to come. Amen. 

2. In your own words, what is the Christmas story?

a. Goal:  To be able to understand and explain the events and significance of

b. Lesson:  The Christmas story is about the Son of God becoming a man so
that he could perfectly fulfill the law and ultimately suffer and die for the
sins of his people.

c. Examples:

i. The Christmas story is found in Matthew 1:18-25 (the birth of Jesus),
Matthew 2:1-12 (the visit of the magi), and Luke 2:1-21 (the birth of
Jesus, the proclamation of the angelic hosts, and the visit of the
shepherds).

ii. Christ needed to be fully man because only a man could be the

 19; 1 Corinthians 15:21-22). Moreover, the 

sin (Hebrews 9:22 & 10:4). But Christ also had to be fully God 
because only God could perfectly fulfill the law and pay, once and for 
all, the infinite penalty for sin (Hebrew 9:13-14 & 10:14). 

3. Who is a person in the Bible and how did God use him or her?

a. Goal:  To be able to identify an important person from the Bible and how
God used him or her.

b. Lesson:  Throughout biblical history, God called and equipped many men
and women to serve him and his people.

c. Examples: Trail Guides, chose a favorite person of your own and be 
prepared to answer how God used this person. 

i. Noah

ii. Abraham

iii. Isaac

iv. Jacob

v. Joseph

vi. Moses

vii. Joshua

Christ's incarnation. 

"second Adam," representing mankind and paying the penalty for 
man's sin {Romans 5:17, 
shedding of a man's blood was required as an atoning sacrifice for 
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viii. Rahab

ix. Deborah

x. Ruth

xi. Samuel

xii. Elijah

xiii. David

xiv. Solomon

xv. Josiah

xvi. Isaiah

xvii. Daniel

xviii. Jonah

xix. Mary

xx. Joseph

xxi. Peter

xxii. John

xxiii. Paul

4. Who is a church hero (not in the Bible) and why is he or she significant?

a. Goal:  To be able to identify an important person from church history and
how God used him or her.

b. Lesson:  Since the end of biblical history, God has called and equipped many
men and women to serve, build, and defend his church.

c. Examples: Trail Guides, chose a person (or research your own) and be 
prepared to answer why they are significant in church history. 

i. Pope St. Clement of Rome

ii. St. Polycarp

iii. Constantine

iv. St. Athanasius

v. St. Augustine

vi. St. Thomas Aquinas

vii. St. Catherine of Sienna
viii. St. Ignatius
ix. St. Benedict
x. Pope St. Gregory the Great
xi. Pope St. John Paul II
xii.
xiii. Archbishop John Carroll

5. Who was an example of a Christian martyr and why did he or she die?

a. Goal:  To be able to identify a martyr of the faith as well as how and why he
or she died.

b. Lesson:  Throughout church history, many men and women have suffered
and died because of their faith in Jesus Christ.

c. Examples: Trail Guides, select a person from this list (or your own research) 
and be prepared to tell a brief story of their life/death. 

Archbishop Francois Blanchet
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i. St. Stephen

ii. St. Peter

iii. St. Paul

iv. St. Polycarp

v. St. Justin Martyr
vi. St. Thomas Becket
vii. St. Thomas More
viii. St. Edmund Campion
ix. St. Maxmillian Kolbe
x. St. Isaac Jogues
xi. Blessed Miguel Pro
xii. Peter Fleming

xiii. Jacques Hamel

6. What is the importance of prayer?

a. Goal:  To understand the central and critical role of prayer in the Christian
life. 

b. Lesson:  Prayer is how Christians communicate with God and acknowledge
that He is ultimately the one in control of our lives. Through prayer, we
praise and worship God for who He is and what He has done, confess and
seek forgiveness for our sins, and express to God our needs and the needs
of others.

c. Examples:

i. 1 Chronicles 16:34

ii. Psalm 9:1

iii. Psalm 32:5

iv. Jeremiah 33:3

v. Matthew 6:33

vi. John 14:13-14

vii. Philippians 4:6

viii. 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18

ix. James 4:8a

7. How should we pray?

a. Goal:  To understand how Jesus modeled for us to pray.

b. Lesson:  The disciples of Christ asked Jesus to teach them how to pray, and

c. Examples:

i. -13 (the more commonly 
known version) and Luke 11:2-

ompted by a request from the 

ii. 
(or seven) petitions, and (according to some later manuscripts) a 
doxology. The introduction, the first three petitions, and the 
doxology address God, while the remaining three (or four) petitions 
pertain to human needs. 

he gave them a model we call The Lord's Prayer. 

The Lord's Prayer is found in Matthew 6:9 
4. Luke's account (v. I) tells us that the 

giving of The Lord's Prayer was pr 
disciples: "Lord, teach us to pray, as John taught his disciples." 
The Lord's Prayer is traditionally classified into an introduction, six 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. Third P
5. 
6. 

7. 
us f d 
a separate, seventh petition.) 

iii. 
recitation, but as a model for how we should pray. 

1. Acknowledge God as father.

2. Worship God as holy and righteous.

3. 

4. Communicate our earthly needs to God.

5. Seek forgiveness of sin and a forgiving attitude towards

others.

6. Request deliverance from temptation to do evil (sin).

Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities.

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region.

 Several ideas are listed below.

o Review catechism questions which teach major doctrines of the faith.

o Read from a story Bible about an important biblical character.

o Read a short story about a martyr or other important figure from church

history.

o Have the Trailmen write a list of things to pray about. Engage in a short time of

group prayer over their lists.

o Share the Gospel and distribute evangelism tracts.

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas.

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol.

Introduction: "Our Father in heaven" 
First Petition: "Hallowed be your name." 
Second Petition: "Your kingdom come." 

etition: "Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven." 
Fourth Petition: "Give us this day our daily bread." 
Fifth Petition: "Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven 
our debtors." 
Sixth Petition: "And lead us not into temptation, but deliver 

rom evil." ("Deliver us from evil" is sometimes considere 

The Lord's Prayer is not meant merely for memorization and rote 

Desire that God's will be carried out. 
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 Several ideas are listed below. 

o Play musical chairs using a relevant Bible verse set to music. 

o 

scene (shepherds, wise men, angels, animals, Mary, Joseph, Jesus, Star of 

nt 

about each element and then place it on a nativity scene background. 

Scripture 

John 6:35 

John 11:25-26a 

Romans 10:9-10 

2 Corinthians 5:21  

Philippians 2:5-11 

Revelation 1:8 

John 1:1, 14 

Luke 2:1-20 

Philippians 4:6 

Matthew 6:9-13 

 

 

 

Copyright © 2017 by Trail Life USA. All rights reserved.  

Play a traditional carnival "fishing game" using different elements of the nativity 

Bethlehem) as the "fish." Ask the Trailmen to identify something importa 
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Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the history of Christianity 

as documented in the Bible. Upon completion of this step, Trailmen should be exposed 

to how the doctrines and tradition explained in the Bible apply to our Christian walk 

today. 

1. Who is Jesus? 

2. In your own words, what is the Christmas story? 

3. Who is a character in the Bible and how did God use him or her? 

4. Who is a church hero (not in the Bible) and why is he or she significant? 

5. Who was an example of a Christian martyr and why did he or she die? 

6. What is the importance of prayer? 

7. How should we pray? 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Understand who Jesus is and why he came to 

earth. 

2. Able to identify several Biblical and historical 

figures. 

3. Appreciate the importance of prayer. 

  

 
  

1. Understand who Jesus is and why he came to 

earth. 

2. Able to identify several Biblical and historical 

figures. 

3. Appreciate the importance of prayer.  

4. . 

 

  

 

1. Able to clearly tell another person who Jesus is. 

2. Pray regularly for troop, leaders, and fellow 

Trailmen. 

 

  

Memorize the Lord's Prayer 
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Helps 

1. Who is Jesus? 

a. Goal:  To truly understand and appreciate who Jesus is and what he 
did for us. 

b. Lesson:  Jesus Christ is the eternal Son of God, the second person of the 
Trinity, who became a man so that he could live a perfect life and suffer the 
penalty of sin on behalf of his people. He is the Way, the Truth, and the Life, 
and those who confess Him as Lord and trust in him for salvation will dwell 
with him eternally. 

c. Examples: 

i. How does the Bible describe Jesus? 
1. Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince 

of Peace  Isaiah 9:6 

2. Suffering Servant  Isaiah 53 

3. The Word Become Flesh  John 1:1, 14 

4. Bread of Life  John 6:35 

5. I AM  John 8:58 

6. The Resurrection and the Life  John 11:25-26 

7. The Way, the Truth, and the Life  John 14:6 

8. My Lord and My God  John 20:28 

9. Lord of Lords  Philippians 2:5-11 

10. Our Great God and Savior  Titus 2:13 

11. Mediator  1 Timothy 2:5 

12. Alpha and Omega  Revelation 1:8 

ii. How has the Church historically described Jesus? 
1. Apostles Creed  I believe in God, the Father almighty, 

creator of heaven and earth. I believe in Jesus Christ, God's 

only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, 

born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was 

crucified, died, and was buried; he descended to the dead. 

On the third day he rose again; he ascended into heaven, 

he is seated at the right hand of the Father, and he will come 

to judge the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, 

the holy catholic Church, the communion of saints, the 

forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life 

everlasting. Amen. 

2. Nicene Creed  I believe in one God, the Father Almighty, 
Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and 
invisible. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son 
of God, begotten of the Father before all worlds; God of God, 
Light of Light, very God of very God; begotten, not made, 
being of one substance with the Father, by whom all things 
were made. Who, for us men for our salvation, came down 
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from heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy Spirit of the 
virgin Mary, and was made man; and was crucified also for us 
under Pontius Pilate; He suffered and was buried; and the 
third day He rose again, according to the Scriptures; and 
ascended into heaven, and sits on the right hand of the 
Father; and He shall come again, with glory, to judge the 
quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall have no end. And I 
believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life; who 
proceeds from the Father and the Son; who with the 
Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified; who 
spoke by the prophets. And I believe one holy catholic and 
apostolic Church. I acknowledge one baptism for the 
remission of sins; and I look for the resurrection of the dead, 
and the life of the world to come. Amen. 

2. In your own words, what is the Christmas story? 

a. Goal:  To be able to understand and explain the events and significance of 
 

b. Lesson:  The Christmas story is about the Son of God becoming a man so 
that he could perfectly fulfill the law and ultimately suffer and die for the 
sins of his people. 

c. Examples: 

i. The Christmas story is found in Matthew 1:18-25 (the birth of Jesus), 
Matthew 2:1-12 (the visit of the magi), and Luke 2:1-21 (the birth of 
Jesus, the proclamation of the angelic hosts, and the visit of the 
shepherds). 

ii. Christ needed to be fully man because only a man could be the 

 19; 1 Corinthians 15:21-22). Moreover, the 

sin (Hebrews 9:22 & 10:4). But Christ also had to be fully God 
because only God could perfectly fulfill the law and pay, once and for 
all, the infinite penalty for sin (Hebrew 9:13-14 & 10:14). 

3. Who is a person in the Bible and how did God use him or her? 

a. Goal:  To be able to identify an important person from the Bible and how 
God used him or her. 

b. Lesson:  Throughout biblical history, God called and equipped many men 
and women to serve him and his people. 

c. Examples: Trail Guides, chose a favorite person of your own and be 
prepared to answer how God used this person.  

i. Noah 

ii. Abraham 

iii. Isaac 

iv. Jacob 

v. Joseph 

vi. Moses 

vii. Joshua  

Christ's incarnation. 

"second Adam," representing mankind and paying the penalty for 
man's sin {Romans 5:17, 
shedding of a man's blood was required as an atoning sacrifice for 
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viii. Rahab

ix. Deborah

x. Ruth

xi. Samuel

xii. Elijah

xiii. David

xiv. Solomon

xv. Josiah

xvi. Isaiah

xvii. Daniel

xviii. Jonah

xix. Mary

xx. Joseph

xxi. Peter

xxii. John

xxiii. Paul

xxiv. Timothy

4. Who is a church hero (not in the Bible) and why is he or she significant?

a. Goal:  To be able to identify an important person from church history and
how God used him or her.

b. Lesson:  Since the end of biblical history, God has called and equipped many
men and women to serve, build, and defend his church.

c. Examples: Trail Guides, chose a person (or research your own) and be 
prepared to answer why they are significant in church history. 

i. Clement of Rome

ii. Polycarp

iii. Constantine

iv. Athanasius

v. Augustine

vi. Thomas Aquinas

vii. Francis of Assisi
viii. Catherine of Sienna
ix. Issac Jogues
x. Fulton Sheen
xi. Francois Blanchet
xii. John Paul II
xiii. Theresa of Calcutta

5. Who was an example of a Christian martyr and why did he or she die?

a. Goal:  To be able to identify a martyr of the faith as well as how and why he
or she died.

b. Lesson:  Throughout church history, many men and women have suffered
and died because of their faith in Jesus Christ.

c. Examples: Trail Guides, select a person from this list (or your own research) 
and be prepared to tell a brief story of their life/death. 
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i. Stephen

ii. Peter

iii. Paul

iv. Polycarp

v. Thomas More
vi. Maxmillian Kolbe
vii. Edmund Campion
viii. Dietrich Bonhoeffer

ix. Paulo Miki
x. Frans van der Lugt
xi. Ed McCully

xii. Igor Akulov
xiii. Jacques Hamel

6. What is the importance of prayer?

a. Goal:  To understand the central and critical role of prayer in the Christian
life. 

b. Lesson:  Prayer is how Christians communicate with God and acknowledge
that He is ultimately the one in control of our lives. Through prayer, we
praise and worship God for who He is and what He has done, confess and
seek forgiveness for our sins, and express to God our needs and the needs
of others.

c. Examples:

i. 1 Chronicles 16:34

ii. Psalm 9:1

iii. Psalm 32:5

iv. Jeremiah 33:3

v. Matthew 6:33

vi. John 14:13-14

vii. Philippians 4:6

viii. 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18

ix. James 4:8a

7. How should we pray?

a. Goal:  To understand how Jesus modeled for us to pray.

b. Lesson:  The disciples of Christ asked Jesus to teach them how to pray, and

c. Examples:

i. -13 (the more commonly 
known version) and Luke 11:2-

ompted by a request from the 

ii. 
(or seven) petitions, and (according to some later manuscripts) a 
doxology. The introduction, the first three petitions, and the 
doxology address God, while the remaining three (or four) petitions 
pertain to human needs. 

he gave them a model we call The Lord's Prayer. 

The Lord's Prayer is found in Matthew 6:9 
4. Luke's account (v. I) tells us that the 

giving of The Lord's Prayer was pr 
disciples: "Lord, teach us to pray, as John taught his disciples." 
The Lord's Prayer is traditionally classified into an introduction, six 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. Third P
5. 
6. 

7. 
us f d 
a separate, seventh petition.) 

8. 

9. 

found in some later 

Because it does not appear in the earliest manuscripts, most 

modern Bible translations omit it or place it in brackets with 

an explanatory footnote. 

iii. 
recitation, but as a model for how we should pray. 

1. Acknowledge God as father.

2. Worship God as holy and righteous.

3. 

4. Communicate our earthly needs to God.

5. Seek forgiveness of sin and a forgiving attitude towards

others.

6. Request deliverance from temptation to do evil (sin).

Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities.

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region.

 Several ideas are listed below.

o Review catechism questions which teach major doctrines of the faith.

o Read from a story Bible about an important biblical character.

o Read a short story about a martyr or other important figure from church

history.

o Have the Trailmen write a list of things to pray about. Engage in a short time of

group prayer over their lists.

o Share the Gospel and distribute evangelism tracts.

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas.

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol.

Introduction: "Our Father in heaven" 
First Petition: "Hallowed be your name." 
Second Petition: "Your kingdom come." 

etition: "Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven." 
Fourth Petition: "Give us this day our daily bread." 
Fifth Petition: "Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven 
our debtors." 
Sixth Petition: "And lead us not into temptation, but deliver 

rom evil." ("Deliver us from evil" is sometimes considere 

Doxology: "For yours is the kingdom and the power and the 
glory, forever. Amen." 
The doxology does not appear in Luke's version and is only 

manuscripts of Matthew's version. 

The Lord's Prayer is not meant merely for memorization and rote 

Desire that God's will be carried out. 
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 Several ideas are listed below.

o Play musical chairs using a relevant Bible verse set to music.

o 

scene (shepherds, wise men, angels, animals, Mary, Joseph, Jesus, Star of 

nt 

about each element and then place it on a nativity scene background. 

Scripture 

John 6:35 

John 11:25-26a 

Romans 10:9-10 

2 Corinthians 5:21 

Philippians 2:5-11 

Revelation 1:8 

John 1:1, 14 

Luke 2:1-20 

Philippians 4:6 

Matthew 6:9-13 

Copyright © 2017 by Trail Life USA. All rights reserved. 

Play a traditional carnival "fishing game" using different elements of the nativity 

Bethlehem) as the "fish." Ask the Trailmen to identify something importa 
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v.JOODLANos 

h istia n Heritage 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Can (for Kick the Can) 

Coloring pages from 
http://www.coloringpages.net/bible-lO.html or 
http://www.coloring.ws/christian. htm 

Can (for Kick the Can) 

The Christmas story in creative format (book, 
video, live performance) 

Sand 

Shoeboxes or other containers to hold the 

sand 

Long, thin sticks 

The Lord's Prayer, printed and cut into 
sections. 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Kick the Can 
This game is a variation of Tag and Hide & Seek. One 
Trailman or a team of people are designated as "it," and 
a can is placed in the middle of the playing area. The 
other people run off and hide while the "it" covers his or 
her eyes and counts to a certain number. "It" then tries 
to find everyone. If a Trailman is tagged by "it," he goes 
into a holding pen for captured players. If one of the 
uncaptured Trailmen manages to kick the can, the 
captured players are released. The game is over once all 
the non-"it" Trailmen are in the holding pen. 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Who is Jesus? 
Jesus Christ is the Son of God, and part of the Trinity, 
who became a man so that He could live a perfect life 
and suffer the punishment for sin for His people. He is 
the Way, the Truth, and the Life, and those who confess 
Him as Lord and trust in Him for salvation will live an 
eternal life with Him in Heaven! 

Read a few Bible verses that explain who Jesus is. 
Several are listed in the Helps. 

The Birth of Jesus 
Listen to or watch a scripture reading, picture book, 
short video, or live performance about the birth of 
Jesus. Remind the boys who Jesus was and why He 
came to earth. 

Persecution 
Tonight, we are looking at persecution of the church, but 
doing so in an age-appropriate way. If there are other 
points that you believe are appropriate for your Foxes, 
such as discussing what to do when people are mean to 
you because of what you believe, you may do so. 

Remind the boys that in America we are free to talk 
about our faith without the risks the early church had. 
While that does not mean that people will always accept 
us or be nice to us, it does mean that we do not have to 
be afraid that we will be put in jail for talking about 
Jesus. 
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http://www.coloringpages.net/bible-10.html 
http://www.coloring.ws/christian.htm 

FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Learn about Biblical Figures 
Trail Guides, pick a biblical figure to tell the boys about. 
Find a coloring page that is about the story that the 
figure is in and have them color while you tell them the 
story. Here are a couple websites that have coloring 
page downloads of several different Bible stories: 

Learn the Lord's Prayer 
Print out a copy of The Lord's Prayer and cut it into 
sections. Have each boy take a section and try to put it 
in the right order. You could also print out two copies 
and split the boys into teams to see who can put it 
together fastest! Then have all the boys try to recite it 
together. 

Or 

Learn about Persecution 
Teach the Trailmen about a historical figure in the early 
church who was persecuted. There is a list of possible 
figures in the Helps document. 

People in the early Christian church were hurt, killed, or 
put into prison for their faith in Jesus. They were not 
sure who they could talk to about following Jesus, so 
they thought up a safe, secret way to tell each other 
that they were Christians. They decided to use the 
symbol of a fish to help them. When they met someone 
in the street, one person would draw half of a fish (a 
curved line). 
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The other person, if they also believed in Jesus or were 
also part of the church, would draw the other half of the 
fish. 

If that person was not a Christian, the first line in the 
sand would not mean anything to them and they would 
not draw anything, so the person who drew the first line 
would know that they were at risk of being persecuted if 
they discussed Christ. If the drawing of the fish was 
completed, the people knew that it was safe to talk 
about Christ. The early Christians also used it to mark 
places that they were meeting so that other believers 
knew the right place to visit. 

Place the boxes or containers of sand on the floor, 
spread out from each other. Give each boy a stick. 
Assign some boys to pretend to be Christians and others 
pretend to be non-Christians who would persecute 
them. Make sure to do this in a way that the other boys 
do not know which are in each group. Have the boys 
walk around and try to identify "safe" and "unsafe" 
people to talk to about Jesus. 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Prayer is Important! 
Prayer is talking to God! It is very important. Explain to 
the Trailmen the importance of prayer. Before praying 
with them, have everyone make a prayer list of people 
and things that they should pray for in the next week. 
When they have finished, pray together. Please 
remember to end every meeting with prayer. 

Stephen and Persecution 
At an opportune time within the Trail Guide's discretion, 
the following faith components may be discussed with 
the Trailmen. Please remember to end every meeting 
with prayer and remind the Trailmen to be praying for 
people in their lives. 

Read and discuss Matthew 5:11 
Read and discuss Luke 6:22 

Stephen is considered the first Christian martyr. When 
people were throwing rocks at him to kill him, he still 
prayed for those people. 

Prayer of St. Stephen: "We give thee thanks, 0 Lord of 
glory, for the example of the first martyr Stephen, who 
looked up to heaven and prayed for his persecutors to 
thy Son Jesus Christ, who standeth at thy right hand: 
where he liveth and reigneth with thee and the Holy 
Spirit, one God, in glory everlasting." 

Pray with the Trailmen. 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Bible Story 
Talk with your family about the history of Christianity. 
Read the story of a Biblical figure that you want to learn 
about with your family. 

Historical Hero 
With your family, read a story about a Christian hero 
from history. Discuss with your family what you learned 
about this hero and what struggles he/she went 
through. 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the Christian Heritage Step on the Heritage 
Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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Heritage Branch  Step 2 

 

 

 

Purpose 

The Flag Etiquette and History  step provides a basic knowledge of the history and 

proper display of the United States flag. Upon completion of this step, Trailmen should 

understand how to properly respect and display the flag. 

1. What does the U.S. flag look like and how has it changed over the years? 

2. What do the colors, stripes, and stars on the flag mean? 

3. What is the proper way to fold a U.S. flag? 

4. What are the parts and commands of a flag ceremony? 

5. What is the Pledge of Allegiance? 

 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these skills, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

  

  

v,JOODlANos 

u to, 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Able to identify the elements of the U.S. flag and 

their meaning. 

2. Memorize the Pledge of Allegiance. 

  

 
  

1. Able to identify the elements of the U.S. flag and 

their meaning. 

2. Able to identify notable prior versions of the 

U.S. flag. 

3. Memorize the Pledge of Allegiance. 

4. Participate in a flag ceremony during a troop 

meeting. 

  

 

1. Able to identify the elements of the U.S. flag and 

their meaning. 

2. Able to identify notable prior versions of the 

U.S. flag. 

3. Memorize the Pledge of Allegiance. 

4. Participate in a flag ceremony during a troop 

meeting. 

5. Able to properly fold a U.S. flag. 
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Helps 

1. What does the U.S. flag look like and how has it changed over the years? 

a. Goal:  To recognize the current and notable past versions of the U.S. flag. 

b. Lesson:  The U.S. flag has undergone many changes over the years, from the 

-star 

version in use today. 

c. Examples: 

i. 

flag. Like the current flag (and most other versions of the flag), it had 

thirteen alternating red and white stripes. However, its canton (the top, 

with white stars. 

  Image 1 

ii. The first official U.S. flag featured a canton of thirteen stars on a blue 

field and thirteen alternating red and white stripes. 

 Image 2 

iii. The so-

is the subject of legend but was never an officially adopted design. 

  Image 3 

iv. -  only version of the U.S. flag to 

feature 15 stripes. In addition to two stars, two stripes were also added 

to the banner after Vermont and Kentucky joined the union in 1795 

(Congress would later decide to revert to thirteen stripes to honor the 

original colonies). This flag flew over Fort McHenry during the Battle of 

Baltimore in the War of 1812 and inspired Francis Scott Key to write the 

Grand Union Flag featuring the British "Union Jack" to the current, 50 

The first "national" flag, though it was not official, was the Grand Union 

hoist corner) featured the British "Union Jack" instead of a blue field 

"' * "' * * 
* * * 

1F. "' 

* * * 

called "Betsy Ross" flag, with thirteen stars arranged in a circle, 

The "Star Spangled Banner" is the 
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Defense 

Star- nthem.  

 Image 4 

v. The 48-star version of the flag was adopted in 1912 after Arizona and 

New Mexico joined the union and remained in use until 1959, when a 

new, 49-

union. 

  Image 5 

vi. The current 50-star design was adopted in 1960, after Hawaii joined the 

union. It has been in use ever since and holds the record for longest 

period of use. 

  Image 6 

vii. Will there ever be another version of the flag? In 2012, Puerto Rico 

passed a referendum seeking to become the 51st state. What might a 

flag with 51 stars look like? 

  Image 7 

2. What do the colors, stripes, and stars on the flag mean? 

a. Goal:  To understand the meaning of the different elements of the U.S. flag. 

b. Lesson:  Like all national flags, the U.S. flag symbolizes the country it 

represents. Each element of the flag has (or has been attributed with) a special 

meaning. 

poem " of Fort M'Henry," which would later be retitled "The 

Spangled Banner" and become the U.S. national a 

* * * 
* * * 

* * * 
* * * 

* * * 

star version was adopted upon Alaska's admission into the 

******** 
******** 
******** 
******** 
******** 
* * * * * * * * 

* 1'r * * 1'r * * * 11/ * 'k * ~ * * ~ * 
* * "' * * * 1'r * * 1'r * * 'k * * * * + • * * * 
* * "' * * * 1'r * * 1'r * 

********* 
"'***~*""' ********* 
* * * * * * * * 

* * * * ~ * * * * 
******** 
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c. Examples: 

i. The Second Continental Congress passed a Flag Resolution on June 14, 

een United States 

be thirteen stripes, alternate red and white; that the union be thirteen 

 

ii. Flag Day is now observed on June 14 each year in honor of the passage 

of the Flag Resolution. 

iii. The original flag contained thirteen stars and thirteen stripes 

representing the thirteen original states. 

iv. In 1818, Congress passed a new plan specifying that the flag would be 

updated with new stars each time new states were admitted, but the 

number of stripes would remain at thirteen in honor of the original 

colonies. The new flag design becomes official on the first Independence 

Day following the admission of a new state. 

v. The meaning of the colors of the U.S. flag is a subject of some debate. 

Congress did not attribute any particular meaning to the colors red, 

white, and blue when it passed the Flag Resolution in 1777. However, the 

Secretary of the Continental Congress, Charles Thompson, reported the 

following regard the colors of the Great Seal of the United States (which 

white, and blue is that they we

 

3. What is the proper way to fold a U.S. flag? 

a. Goal:  To learn how to properly fold a U.S. flag for storage when it is not in use. 

b. Lesson:  The U.S. Flag Code does not specify how flags should be folded for 

storage, but according to military custom, flags should be folded into a 

triangular shape when not on display. 

c. Examples: 

i. The following are the traditional steps for folding a U.S. flag according to 

the American Legion. 

1. Straighten out the flag to full length and fold lengthwise once. 

2. Fold it lengthwise a second time to meet the open edge, making 

sure that the union of stars on the blue field remains outward in 

full view. (A large flag may have to be folded lengthwise a third 

time.) 

3. A triangular fold is then started by bringing the striped corner of 

the folded edge to the open edge. 

4. The outer point is then turned inward, parallel with the open 

edge, to form a second triangle. 

1777, which stated: "Resolved, That the flag of the thirt 

stars, white in a blue field, representing a new constellation." 

uses the same three colors): "White signifies purity and innocence, Red, 

hardiness & valour, and Blue ... signifies vigilance, perseverance & 

justice." The most logical explanation for the use of the colors red, 

re carried over from the British "Union 

Jack." 
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5. The diagonal or triangular folding is continued toward the blue 

union until the end is reached, with only the blue showing and 

the form being that of a cocked (three-corner) hat.  

ii. Viewing a YouTube video or DVD would be helpful, like this one: 

https://youtu.be/PcOWc5EJbVo  

4. What are the parts and commands of a flag ceremony? 

a. Goal:  To learn how to perform a flag ceremony, which is used to formally open 

troop meetings. 

b. Lesson:  During a flag ceremony, the colors (i.e. flags) of the United States, the 

state where the troop is located, and the troop are presented and placed in the 

front of the room while the troop stands at attention. The ceremony concludes 

with the troop saluting the U.S. flag and reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. 

c. Examples: 

i.  

ii.  

iii.  

iv. 

 

v.  

vi. 

audience) 

vii.  

viii.  

ix.  

x.  

xi. Recite the Pledge of Allegiance.  

xii.  

xiii.  

xiv. 

aisle) 

5. What is the Pledge of Allegiance? 

a. Goal:  To learn the Pledge of Allegiance and how it is to be recited 

b. Lesson:  The Pledge of Allegiance is recited to express loyalty to the U.S. flag 

and to the nation it represents. It should be recited in a respectful manner as 

specified by federal law. 

c. Examples: 

i. The text of the Pledge of Allegiance is codified at 4 U.S.C. § 4, which is 

part of the U.S. Flag Code. 

ii. 

America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, 

 

"Please stand for the presentation of the colors." 

"Color Guard, attention!'' 

"Troop, attention!" 
"Troop, salute! Those not in uniform please place your right hand over 

your heart. " 
"Color Guard, forward march!" 

"Color Guard, halt!" (when the Color Guard reaches the front of the 

"Color Guard, advance the colors!" 
"Color Guard, prepare to post the colors." 

"Color Guard, post the colors." 

"Color Guard, salute!" 

"Ready, two!" 
"Color Guard dismissed." 

"At ease." (when the Color Guard has proceeded half way down the 

The pledge is: "I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of 

indivisible, with liberty and justice for all." 
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iii. The statute states that, while reciting the pledge, the individual should 

stand at attention with his or her right hand over the heart. Additionally, 

men not in uniform should remove any non-religious headdress and hold 

it in their right hand such that it is positioned over the left shoulder. 

Persons in uniform should render the military salute rather than placing 

the right hand over the heart. 

Activity Ideas 
 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities. 

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region. 

 Several ideas are listed below. 

o Practice folding the U.S. flag. 

o Have the Trailmen draw and color different historical variations of the U.S. flag. 

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas. 

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol. 

 Several ideas are listed below. 

o  

o Play a trivia game based on facts discussed during the lesson about the U.S. 

flag. 

Scripture 

Matthew 22:21b 
 
Romans 13:1-7 
 
Philippians 3:20-21  
 
Titus 3:1 ESV 
 
1 Peter 2:13-17 

Websites 

VIDEO: https://youtu.be/UONq4YCF4R4, National Constitution Center "The History of the U.S. 
Flag" (Runtime 13:29), Always preview videos for your Trailmen.  

VIDEO: https://youtu.be/6hZe8CPGA1E he Star-Spangled 
Banner Dudley Rutherford. Always preview videos for your Trailmen.  

 

Play a game that was played in colonial times (such as Blind Man's Bluff). 

-----------~ The Accurate Story Behind "T 
,, by 
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v.JOODLANos 

Flag Etiquette and History 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

A play flag or cloth 

White 6½" x 11" card stock, one sheet per boy 

Strips of½" x 11" red construction paper, 7 per 
boy 

3½" x 5" pieces of dark blue construction 
paper, one per boy 

White dots, white paint, or small stars, your 

choice. 

Words of the Pledge of Allegiance, printed and 
cut into sections. 

Words of the Pledge of Allegiance, printed and 
cut into sections. 

A play flag or cloth 

Printed flags 
http://www.flagpictures.org/united-states-of
america.htm 
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A play flag or cloth 

Full-Sized American Flag 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Capture the Flag 
Divide the Trailmen into two teams. Divide a playing field 
into three areas, with the two teams separated by 
a neutral space. Each team must hide its flag somewhere 
in its area, making sure that nobody from the opposing 
team can see where it is. 

Both teams get five minutes to hide their flags. Once the 
flags are hidden, the game begins. Obviously, in order 
to win the game, you must capture the other team's flag 
and bring it back to your own territory. But if an enemy 
team member grabs you while you're standing on his 
side of the field, he is allowed to take you straight 
to jail (which is a small patch of land in that team's 
territory). You can be freed from jail if one of your team 
members touches you, and there's no limit to how many 
times you can be thrown back into the jail. More detailed 
instructions can be found on this website: 
http://www.kidzworld.com/a rticle/ 4670-you r-guide-to
capture-the-flag 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

The American Flag 
America has a great heritage and a very interesting 
story as how it came to be. Our flag is a very important 
part of our nation's history. We have stories of bravery 
in wars against all odds, where men and women have 
fought for the freedoms that our flag stands for. And 
we have a flag that speaks of the unity of our country. 
Through the history of our nation we have had several 
different versions of our flag. Some are more recognized 
or well-known than others. Like the one we use today or 
the one with the 13 stars in a circle. 

Some people collect flags. The hobby of flag collecting 
and the study of flags is known as Vexillology. 

Honoring the Flag 
Today's discussion is about honoring the flag of our 
nation and how we are obeying God when we do so (see I 
Peter 2:17.) Listen to or watch a short story about a part 
of our flag's history and meaning of its various parts. 
Check online for appropriate video/audio. If possible, 
bring in some examples of flags of our nation's past. 
(Optional resource: http://www.usflag.org/history.html) 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Make an American Flag 
Display an American flag for the boys to see. Work with 
the boys as they create their own American flag. Draw 
lines on the card stock to indicate where the boys are to 
glue the red strips. When they are through gluing all the 
red strips on the card stock, the top strip should be red 
and the bottom strip should be red and there should be 
no more room for any strips. The white card stock will 
create the six white stripes as the seven red stripes are 
glued onto the card stock. 

Help the boys glue the blue field on the top left corner 
as you look at the flag in a landscape position. The blue 
field will cover some of the red and white stripes, which 
is normal for the flag. Let the boys put small dots of 
paint or stars on the blue field signifying the states. 

Ask them to look at their flags. Ask them to tell you the 
following: 

What color is the top stripe? 
What color is the bottom stripe? 
How many states do we have? 
How many stripes are there? 

Explain the significance of the stars and stripes. 
The Second Continental Congress passed a Flag 
Resolution on June 14, 1777, which stated: "Resolved, 
That the flag of the thirteen United States be thirteen 
stripes, alternate red and white; that the union be 
thirteen stars, white in a blue field, representing a new 
constellation." 

Or 

Learn the Pledge of Allegiance 
The Pledge of Allegiance is recited to express loyalty to 
the U.S. flag and to the nation it represents. It should be 
recited in a respectful manner as specified by federal 
law. 
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The Pledge is: "I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the 
United States of America, and to the Republic for which 
it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty 
and justice for all." 
Print out a copy of the Pledge and cut it into sections. 
Have each boy take a section and try to put it in the 
right order. You could also print out two copies and split 
the boys into teams to see who can put it together 
fastest! Then have all the boys try to recite it together. 

Flag History 
Before beginning, review the elements of the U.S. flag. 
Print out the flags and have the boys try to put them in 
order from oldest to newest by counting the stars. 
Explain to the boys that the older flags have less stars 
because there were less states when they were made 
(There are pictures of some previous versions and an 
explanation of them in the Helps document). You can 
find a printable version of many of the prior flags and 
the current flag at this site: 
http://www.flagpictures.org/united-states-of
america.htm 

Flag Ceremony 
Review the elements and history of the U.S. flag. 
Learn the appropriate way to take care of and fold the 
American flag. See http://www.usflag.org/foldflag.html 
for step by step flag folding and how a flag ceremony is 
conducted. 

Introduce a flag ceremony to the Trailmen. Assign three 
boys to be the color guard-one to carry the small 
American flag and two to act as the guard on either side 
of the flag bearer. Assign one more boy to give the 
commands. Ask an adult to stand behind the boy who 
will give the commands and prompt him with the words 
to say when he needs to say them. 

Start the color guard on one side of a room. Tell the boys 
to cross the room holding a small American flag. Provide 
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a stand into which the flag can be placed. The 
commander will be on the other side of the room. The 
rest of the boys will stand and watch and learn and wait 
for their turn. If the group is large, have several 
ceremonies going in several different areas. 

FLAG CEREMONY: 
The commander says, "Color guard advance!" The boys 
with the flag come to the place where the flag will be put 
in a holder. 
"Color guard, post colors!" - The boy holding the flag 
deposits the flag into its stand. 
"Attention, Salute, Pledge" - All who are present recite 
the pledge of Allegiance (This part may be left out when 
flag ceremony is repeated) 
"Color guard, about face!" - The color guard turns 
around and waits for the next command. 
"Color guard, dismissed!" - The color guard walks back to 
where it started. 

Take turns assigning each of the boys to be on the color 
guard and as the commander, and repeat the ceremony 
as many times as you wish. There are other variations to 
a flag ceremony. But to help the boys get a general idea 
of what to do in a flag ceremony and to let each boy 
practice in one or more positions, this ceremony is an 
abbreviated ceremony. 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Depending on God 
Our American heritage has included many flags as the 
people worked to make this nation into the great nation 
it has become. The American flag, also known as the flag 
of the United States of America, has been a symbol of 
freedom. But what has made us great and given us 
freedom has come from God. From the beginning of this 
nation, our leaders have had dependence on God. As you 
leave this place today, ask God to help you to depend on 
Him for help in all your daily activities. 

Pray with the Trailmen. 

Honoring Our Country 
Read and discuss I Peter 2:17. God desires for us to 
honor our country and the leaders that are in power. 
Part of showing respect for everyone is also showing 
respect for our nation's symbols, such as the American 
flag, which many men and women have given their lives 
to defend. 

Pray with the Trailmen. 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Do One of the Following Options: 
Go with your family to a historical monument or 
marker. Take your picture under or by it. Find 
out why the marker is there. 
Ask your family to point out American flags 
when you go somewhere in your car. Count as 
many flags as you can see. 

Ca re of the Flag 
Discuss how to care for our country's Stars and Stripes. 
If you do not have your own flag at home, you may want 
to purchase one and hang it in a place of honor and 
respect. 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the Flag Etiquette and History Step on the 
Heritage Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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Heritage Branch  Step 3 

 

 

 

Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the men who helped lead 

the revolution from England, draft the Declaration of Independence and the US 

Constitution. Upon completion of this step Trailmen should be exposed to the motives, 

roles, and risks taken by the Founding Fathers of our country.  

1. Who were the Founding Fathers and why are they are important to our heritage? 

Focusing on 1-2 Founding Fathers: 

2. What is unique about the way they grew up? 

3. What role did they play in the formation of our country? 

4. What risks did they take in the formation of our country? 

5. What qualities of the Founding Fathers would make them good Trailmen today? 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. History is an important part of our heritage. Trail Guides, please do not simply read 

this information to your Trailmen. Much of it is research done for you so that you 

want them to learn about their stories so that they can learn from men who have 

gone before them how to be men who do their best to serve their country. 

5. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

v,JOODlANos 

,und1 h r 

The 'Founding Fathers' 

can expose these boys to some of the greatest men in our country's history. We 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Name one Founding Father by their last name 

2. Tell something about their story 

  

 
  

1. Name one Founding Father by their last name 
and something interesting about his story 

2. Understand that the Founding Fathers are 
responsible for drafting the Declaration of 
Independence and US Constitution 

3. Name a characteristic of leadership among this 
man or the Founding Fathers 

  

 

1. Name one to two Founding Fathers by their last 
name and something interesting about their 
story 

2. Understand that the Founding Fathers are 
responsible for drafting the Declaration of 
Independence and US Constitution, as well as 
lead the revolution from England 

3. Name a couple of reasons why they formed this 
new country 

4. Name some characteristics of leadership among 
the Founding Fathers 
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Helps 

1. Who were the Founding Fathers and why are they are important to our heritage? 

a. Goal:  To gain exposure to the role the Founding Fathers played in our 
heritage and their importance 

b. Lesson:  The Founding Fathers led the revolution from England and wrote 
the foundational documents of our country, the Declaration of 
Independence and the US Constitution.  

c. Examples: 

i. The Founding Fathers are individuals who lived in Early Colonial 
America and led the revolt against the British so that those who 
were settling in North America could gain their independence from 
England.  

ii. There were several reasons why they decided to fight for their 
independence.  

1. Britain was collecting additional taxes after the French and 
Indian War to 
becoming a great burden on the people living in the 13 
Colonies. 

2. The British Parliament would not give the 13 colonies any 
representation in their government even though they were 
paying taxes. This means they had to follow the laws and 
rules of England, but they were not allowed to elect their 
leaders or have someone who was looking out for their own 
interests in the government. 

3. Several incidents, such as the Boston Tea Party and the 
Boston Massacre contributed to the Declaration of 
Independence and the start of the Revolutionary War.  

iii. It is usually understood that those men who signed and helped draft 
the Declaration of Independence in 1776 and drafted the U.S. 

is no 
 

iv. The Founding Fathers helped unite the 13 colonies of Early America 
under one mission  
themselves freedom. Before July 4, 1776, those 13 colonies were part 
of the British Empire. By coming together under the Declaration of 
Independence, which stated that the 13 colonies were no longer 
under British rule but were now their own country, they were no 
longer subject to oppression or injustice.  

v. 
formation such as the U.S. Constitution, in which a federal 
government was created in 1789. This document laid out the ground 
rules about how the government was going to operate and how the 
power was distributed. It is the supreme law of our country, and the 
oldest constitution in the world still in effect. However, the 

USA was created for its citizens. Four years later, the Bill of Rights 

reduce Britain's debt. These unfair taxes were 

Constitution are considered the "Founding Fathers." However, there 
fixed list agreed upon by all historians as the "Founding 

Fathers." 

- to rid themselves of England's control and grant 

The Founding Fathers also wrote other documents in our nation's 

Constitution also begins with "We the People ... ", which shows that 
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was created to ensure that the people of the United States of 
America would not be overtaken by a federal government, much like 
the situation of the king and British government. Amazingly enough 
the original documents our Founding Fathers created and signed are 
on display at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. 

vi. The following are some of the specific men considered to be the 

in the early government of the United States and its formation (in 
alphabetical order).  

1. John Adams (2nd president of the US, helped Jefferson write 
Declaration of Independence) 

2. Samuel Adams (4th Governor of Massachusetts and helped gather 
support for the rebellion against Britain) 

3. Benjamin Franklin (helped draft the Declaration of Independence 
and US Constitution) 

4. Alexander Hamilton (1st Secretary of Treasury, helped write the 
Federalist Papers) 

5. John Hancock (First man to sign the Declaration of Independence, 1st 
Governor of MA) 

6. Patrick Henry 
of Virginia) 

7. John Jay (First Chief Justice of the US, nominated by Washington, 
co-wrote Federalist Papers) 

8. Thomas Jefferson (3rd President of US, wrote Declaration of 
Independence) 

9. James Madison (4th President of US, most important author of the 
US Constitution and Bill of Rights) 

10. George Washington (General of Continental Army, 1st US President) 

d. Example activities:  

i. Trail Guides, you can choose 1-2 of these Founding Fathers to focus 
on for 

details have been provided for you, not all of them are necessary for 
you to give to the Trailmen. This is under your discretion. If you have 
a favorite Founding Father, please tell their story to your Trailmen! 
Use these biographies and discussions with your Trailmen to 
discover the answers to Step questions 2-5. 

ii. 
of one of these men. If you choose Benjamin Franklin, try to find 
some small spectacle glasses or maybe tape a bunch of fake $100 
bills to your shirt (or better yet, make a sports coat covered in 

 

iii. Have boys act out parts of their stories. For example, have a 
Trailman be Thomas Jefferson writing away in the corner with an ink 

tning while experimenting with 
electricity. Make it fun and silly. It will help Trailmen retain more of 
their stories.  

"Founding Fathers" of the USA. They all served important positions 

("Give me liberty or give me death!" speech, Governor 

your lesson if you'd like. Do not feel like you need to discuss 
them all. Several "biographies" have been provided for you in this 
Help. Please adjust their stories to tailor to your patrol's level. Many 

Get an old "Washington" wig when you are telling the boys the story 

"Benjamins"). 

and quill. Give him clues on how to "act out" the story. Have Ben 
Franklin get "struck" by ligh 
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iv. Show a picture of the Washington Monument or other memorials 
(see Images section). Allow the boys to create their 
monument/memorial for a Founding Father or a loved one. Ask why 
they choose their figure. Help the boys use boxes and plastic bottles 
to make their monument, or just draw them out on paper if supplies 
are limited. Have several leaders around to help with low-temp glue 
guns. Be very careful as low-temp glue guns still produce hot glue! 
Have boys name their monument. This activity could be done while 
discussing some information about the Founding Fathers.  

v. Click out 
http://filefolderfun.com/ThirdGrade/SocialStudies/FoundingFathers 
for a printout matching game on the Founding Fathers.  

George Washington, First President  

George was born February 22, 1732, in Virginia, where 

he grew up. His father was a wealthy farmer and 

owned several plantations. While there are no 

know that he was the least schooled of the Founding 

Fathers. He was likely tutored at home, where he 

learned to read and write and then later attended a 

local school. There is rumor he was a terrible speller 

and was always embarrassed about it. As part of his 

education he copied a book called the Rules of Civility 

and Decent Behavior word for word. There were 113 

rules in this book! 

His mother had planned to send George to England for 

the rest of his education like his older brothers did, 

er died when George was only eleven 

in and was like a father to him. Lawrence raised George until he got a job as a surveyor at the 

age of 16! George never went to college, but as President highly supported a public education 

system.  

George lived at Mount Vernon and managed the plantation. He inherited the plantation after 

his brother and sister-in-law both died in 1752, when George was only 20 years old.  

George was an excellent horseman, even at a young age, and despite his wealth is said to 

excellent horseman of his age, and th  

George began fighting in the French-Indian War and became a Colonel in the Virginia Regiment 

at the age of 22! He had a command of 1000 soldiers, stressed discipline and training for their 

concrete details about George's schooling, we do 

but George's fath 

years old. This changed his mother's plans and George's older brother, Lawrence, took George 

personally have taken care of his horse. Thomas Jefferson described him as "the most 

e most graceful figure that could be seen on horseback." 
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success. He was good at logical thinking and strategy, which made him stand out as an 

excellent leader and a commanding presence. Apparently, he was also very tall! 

Fun story: The Bulletproof George Washington The two hours 

during the French and Indian War, in July 1755, George 

Washington, who was then a Colonel in the army, rode back and 

forth over the battlefield on his horse delivering messages to 

other officers and troops. All the officers had been the target for 

the Indians. As he rode, Colonel Washington could see that the 

Indians were targeting officers and those on horseback, but he 

continued his job. At the end of the battle, Washington was the 

only officer on horseback who had not been shot down. After the 

battle, Washington wrote a letter to his brother and told him that 

God had protected him. He found four bullet holes through his 

coat and had two horses shot out from under him, but he escaped unhurt. Fifteen years later, 

the Indian chief who led the battle found Washington and told him that he had told his men to 

aim for Washington and kill him. The Indian chief said that they tried to kill Washington but 

told the Indians to stop shooting at him. The chief called Wa

 

At the end of the French-Indian War, he gave up his post as General and returned home to be 

a farmer at his house in Virginia, called Mount Vernon. There, he had the comforts of a 

wealthy home and wished to live his days in peace. However, he saw the need for the 13 

colonies to be united under one goal  to gain their independence. He gave up his comfy life at 

Mount Vernon and took his post as a leader to unite the colonies. The Revolutionary War and 

his Presidency would be far from peaceful, but he could not passively sit back to watch his 

country fall apart.  

The Continental Congress knew he was experienced as a military leader and a strong patriot 

so they elected Washington General and Commander-in-chief at the age of 43. He led an 

Army of men who had no official training, were mostly poor and uneducated. Washington 

oversaw organization and training of the army.  

der the Declaration of Independence. This 

is known as the Revolutionary War, where thousands of young Americans lost their lives 

fighting for their freedom. John Adams, another Founding Father, nominated Washington as 

their leader because everyone knew him 

 

After the Americans won the Revolutionary War, Washington was highly influential in helping 

the 13 colonies to come together instead of acting as several different countries. He started a 

letter writing campaign that ultimately led to the U.S. Constitution being written in 1787, 

where Washington led the delegates from the 13 colonies to write one constitution, uniting 

 

couldn't. The chief understood that Washington was under special protection from God, so he 

shington "the man who is the 

particular favorite of Heaven, and who can never die in battle." 

The "Americans" were starting a war with Britain un 

as a "gentleman ... a brave solider ... one with skill and 

excellent universal character ... " 

them as one country. It began, "We, the people of the United States ... " 
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George Washington did not want to be President. Some were worried that Washington would 

led after the war. He asked people to 

 

Washington was unanimously elected the first president of the United States. John Adams 

got the second highest number of votes, so Adams became the Vice President.  

He was 57 years old when he was elected the first President of the United States. He believed 

in Divine Providence that God both protected him in battle and that our country needed 

Providence to be successful. He was a part of each major event that formed our country from 

the start of the Revolution to the signing of the Declaration to the making of the U.S. 

 

First President. The president resides over foreign policy, is considered the Commander and 

Chief of the Army, chooses people for his cabinet and appoints judges to the Supreme Court.  

shington, D.C. 

the White House! 

the character of our first president! 

Washington activities: 

 While telling stories of George Washington, provide a coloring sheet and crayons for 
your Fox Trailmen to color. Samples: http://www.raisingourkids.com/coloring-
pages/patriotic/presidents/01-George-Washington/  

 

Washington is considered the Father of our Country). Ask your Mt. Lions about the 
characteristics Washington must have possessed as a leader that led him to be such 
an influential leader.  

 lletproof 
https://youtu.be/ebHXYUwX7HY (4:23 run time) 

 

boys in pairs: one a rider, one a horse. You will need a soft grass ground for this game 
(or mats/carpeted area). One rider is Washington on his horse (the boys partner). His 
opponent is another boy on his horse (another Trailmen). Each pair will come toward 
each other, with the goal to force Washington to dismount (be sure to let your 
Trailmen know the goal is not to hurt each other). You could decide to use nerf guns 
for this game to see which Washington could truly be bullet proof or just try to get the 

hoever gets Washington 

could get out of hand quick, but boys will love it!  

try to take over as a king. However, he most certainly did not want to be considered a "King" 

or "His Royal Highness" or "His Excellency," as he was cal 

simply call him "Mr. President." 

Constitution, which is why he is considered the "Father of our Country." 

Much of the president's current role is how George Washington crafted the position as the 

In his second term as president, Washington organized the nation's capital, Wa 

and created plans to build of the president's house. He is the only president who never lived in 

When he left the office of President, he commended this nation to "God's provision." Such was 

Tell Washington's story wearing a Washington wig. Let your Hawks/Mt. Lions take 
turns "narrating" the story of Washington back to you (get the basic highlights of why 

Watch this video on Washington in the French and Indian War about "Bu 
Washington": ____________ _ 
Washington was an excellent horseman. You could "act out" this story above by having 

"horses" and riders to maneuver to knock Washington off. W 
to dismount (or doesn't get hit by bullets), is the new Washington. Granted, this game 
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 Watch this biography video on George Washington: https://youtu.be/3lXnfitSoYw 
(4:54 time) 

 Practice marching in a line as members of Continental Army might have marched into 

could do this as your patrol heads back for closing ceremony as well. You could also 

troop, emphasizing the importance of training and leadership.  

 Print out your favorite quote from Washington or one of the Founding Fathers to give 
to your Trailmen to display in their room.  

 

 Foxes will likely come up with silly answers, this is fine, let them dream!  

 Lead Hawks to think toward things they might improve, what are the favorite things 
 

 Lead Mt. Lions to ponder what it would have been like for George Washington as the 
First President of the United States. 
but was willing to serve the people. God equipped him to do his best to lead our 
country. 

Thomas Jefferson  

Thomas Jefferson was born in 1743 in Virginia. He was 

known to study up to 15 hours a day while he was at 

college. He was homeschooled by a family tutor with his 

nine other siblings. At the age of nine he started studying 

three languages and learned to ride horses. he became a 

lawyer and graduated from law school. Jefferson mastered 

many trades, including surveying, mathematics, 

horticulture, and even mechanics. He was also an 

inherited about 5,000 acres and hundreds of slaves and 

was responsible for the property at the age of 21. 

While Jef

He birthed a nation with his words and pen, along with the help of his fellow comrades such as 

John Adams and Benjamin Franklin, making themselves enemies of Great Britain.  

-evident: that all men 

are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that 

among thes

Father was the first to sign this document, and it is the biggest signature. Therefore, people 

John Hancock  

By signing 

their own head! They had committed High Treason and declared war against Britain, the 

greatest and most powerful army at the time! They risked their lives and families to fight for 

their freedom. 

battle. Take turns having a boy be Washington, chanting, "left, left, left right left." You 

work on other "military drills" to demonstrate discipline and order among Washington's 

Lead a discussion to ask, "What would you do if you were President of the United 
States?" 

about Washington's story would they like to repeat? 

He often felt like he wasn't right for the position, 

architect! Jefferson's father died when he was only 14. He 

ferson has many contributions to our nation's 

history, he's most famous for writing the Declaration of Independence at the young age of 33! 

A famous quote from the Declaration: "We hold these truths to be self 

e are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." John Hancock, another Founding 

ask for your signature by saying, put your" "on it. 

the Declaration of Independence, these men were essentially putting a "hit" on 
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These men understood that if a government was in authority it was because God had given 

meant that if the King said it, it was just as if God said it. They felt that King George was 

abusing his power and they spoke publicly against him and rejected his authority.  

taken from you. Many of the signers of the Declaration lost all their money and fortune. 

had a great love of books. After the war, he replenished his collection and got his library up to 

6,500 volumes before he sold them to the Library of Congress.  

Thomas Jefferson also became the first Secretary of State under George Washington, then 

later the 2nd Vice President with President John Adams, and after that, 3rd President of the 

United States in 1801. He was responsible for the Louisiana Purchase and sent Lewis and Clark 

on their expedition of the West. He also founded and built the University of Virginia after his 

presidency.  

We celebrate the Fourth of July as our Independence Day. This is also why people call July 4th 

it is the day the United States of America was born. Jefferson died on 

July 4th, 50 years to the day since he penned the Declaration of Independence, just a few 

short hours before John Adams passed away as well.  

Jefferson Activities: 

 Look up 1 Timothy 4:12 and discuss what it means to not let others put you down for 
being young (see Scriptures section). Does this mean that we can act as if we know 
more than our elders? Instead, what does this passage encourage us to do? It tells us 
to set an example for the believers in speech, in our upright conduct, in loving God and 
others, in our faith and how we put our trust in Jesus, and especially in our purity  of 
heart and body.  

 If you are local, take a trip to the National Archives Building and explore the original 
documents the Founding Fathers created.  

 Print large copies of the Declaration of Independence or US Constitution documents 
(letter sized is fine as well) so that boys can explore them and see what they looked 
like.  

 Fi
to serve God and my country; to respect authority; to be a good steward of creation; 

 print 
. 

the Oath. Maybe even use a feather and ink/paint of some kind to make it more 

display at home in their room. 
 Being a part of Trail Life USA, each week agreeing to the Trailman Oath to serve God, is 

hers experienced. Our world 
today does not actively acknowledge God and there will be many times in your life that 
you will have to stand up for what you believe in, to defend His Name and Honor. We 

that authority. But the British government acted under the "divine right of kings," which 

If you didn't support the king, you could expect to be imprisoned, fined or have your property 

Jefferson's personal library was burned by the British during the Revolutionary War. Thomas 

our nation's birthday-

nd a large piece of paper to write the Trailman Oath, "On my honor, I will do my best 

and to treat others as I want to be treated." Write it in fancy cursive if you can or 
it on an 8.S"xll" piece of paper in a script font like the Constitution's (see page 17) 
Leave room at the bottom of the page for each boy to put his own "John Hancock" on 

"authentic." Display it in your meeting room or give a signed copy to each boy to 

almost the same level of "rebellion" our Founding Fat 
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do not have to be afraid or discouraged, because He has promised to fight for us. See 2 
Chronicles 20:15.  

Benjamin Franklin 

Benjamin Franklin was the 15th child out of 17 children in 

his family. Ben learned he had to fend for himself at an 

shop at the age of 12 and even writing some articles 

anonymously for the paper. At the age of 17 he left 

home to begin working elsewhere in print shops, 

eventually starting his own a few years later.  

While some would think the Founding Fathers of a 

country would be highly educated men, it is not true of 

every Founding Father. After all, these men who led a 

people against the mightiest empire in the world, 

declared themselves a new country free from Great 

Britain, and formed a new government, were very 

different from those whom have gone before. 

Benjamin Franklin, and Alexander Hamilton 

even attend college! Franklin only receive two years of 

formal schooling and yet became a successful writer, inventor and businessman and 

immensely helped form the United States government. 

The average age of the signers of the Declaration was 44 years old. Thomas Lynch and Edward 

Rutledge were only 26 years old! We must not forget that Benjamin Franklin was 70! God  

will calls men of all ages to courageous acts of bravery and to stand up for what is right. It is 

God will protect us. Ben played a very important role in the writing of the Declaration of 

Independence.  

Benjamin Franklin helped to secure an ally with the French to provide soldiers, supplies and 

money to fight against the English, enabling the Americans to win the war and freeing all 

Americans from British rule.  

Unfortunately for Ben, he died at the age of 84, just three years after our US government was 

formed. But in his lifetime, he also did some pretty amazing things with inventions, science 

and publishing in addition to this political work in forming our government. He started up 

franchises of his publishing business. He helped Philadelphia make improvements to their city 

in order to prevent fires, which was a very dangerous issue at that time. A heat-efficient 

lightning, which helped verify the nature of electricity.  

Franklin Activities: 

early age. He began working in his older brother's print 

didn't 

's 

important that when we feel God's call on our lives that we step out in faith and trust that 

stove, swimming flippers, and bifocals. He's most famous for this experiments with a kite and 
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 Many of the activity examples for Washington and Jefferson can also be used for 
Benjamin Franklin.  

 While these men may not all have gone to college and achieved the highest standings, 
they all stood out in their character and leadership abilities. They stood up against 
people who tried to force them to believe a certain way or accept a way of life. Men like 
Franklin fought for their convictions and won. What are some things that are worth 
standing up for today?  

 -Lightning experiment: 
http://www.history.com/topics/american-revolution/benjamin-franklin/videos/kids-
history-ben-franklin-and-his-kite  

 Selected desired sheets from this Ben Franklin activity booklet: 
http://www.dscl.org/kids/nest-activity-resources/benjaminfranklin.pdf  

 

Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities. 

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region. 

 Several ideas are listed above in the Helps section. 

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas. 

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol. 

 One idea is listed below. 

o : Play a game of Simon Says, but instead call yourself King 
George. Begin with some simple commands, but make them increasingly 
difficult. For example, begin with hop on one foot, then hop on the other foot, 
then pat your head, now hop on one foot and pat your head, now hop on one 
foot, pat your head and rub your belly all at the same time. Now hop on one 
foot, pat your head, rub your belly and give me all your money!! Be sure to play 

the early Americans were tired of doing what other people said, just because 
they said so. At some point, they had enough and did what they thought was 
right.  

Scripture 

Joshua 24:15 

The Bible book of Joshua tells the story of how Joshua led the people to take the land 

of Israel. Just like George Washington, he gathered the leaders together and told them 

to follow God. 

 Fox   

 Hawk  

Pray for your father or head of your household that they would seek the Lord.  

Watch this video on Franklin's Kite 

King "George" Says 

the game by adding "King George says" when desired. Explain at the end that 

- God's leaders encourage others to lead their households to serve the Lord. 

- God's leaders encourage others to lead their households to serve the Lord. 
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 Mt. Lion  

Pray for God to prepare you to grow as a godly man so that one day you might lead 

your household in the same way. 

2 Chronicles 7:14 

 Fox  Pray for our President and those who serve in government to humble themselves 

and surround him with people who seek the Lord so that our land might be healed. 

 Hawk  Pray for our President and those who serve in government to humble 

themselves and surround him with people who seek the Lord so that our land might be 

healed. 

 Mt. Lion  Pray for our President and those who serve in government to humble 

themselves and surround him with people who seek the Lord so that our land might be 

healed. Acknowledge that we also need t

face and turn form our ways so that God will hears our cries from heaven and heal our 

land.  

2 Chronicles 20:15 

 Fox  

ours! Praise Him for fighting for us! 

 Hawk  

ours! Praise Him for fighting for us! 

 Mt. Lion  Talk about some of the things that make you afraid or discouraged. Pray 

that God will remind you  

1 Timothy 4:12 NIV 

 Fox  You may think (or others may think) that you are too young to serve God, but 

instead he calls you to set the example!  

 Hawk  You may think (or others may think) that you are too young to serve God, but 

instead he calls you to set the example! Pray that the Holy Spirit will work in your heart 

to be an example for others. 

 Mt. Lion  You may think (or others may think) that you are too young to serve God, 

but instead he calls you to set the example! Ask God to show you ways to give you 

courage, so that you may be set apart in your speech, in the way that you act toward 

others, how you love, in how your truth comes only from Jesus and in purity of heart 

and body. 

Websites 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Founding-Fathers 

http://www.famoushomeschoolers.net/founders.html#.WN8bFPnys2w  

http://www.familylife.com/articles/topics/life-issues/relationships/men/the-courage-of-

americas-founding-fathers  

- God's leaders encourage others to lead their households to serve the Lord. 

o humble ourselves and pray, seek the Lord's 

- Even though there is a great number against us, the battle is the Lord's, not 

- Even though there is a great number against us, the battle is the Lord's, not 

that the battle is the Lord's. Praise Him for fighting for us! 
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Founding Fathers. Video. Britannica Online for Kids. Web. 31 Mar. 2017. 

http://kids.britannica.com/comptons/art-185990 

http://www.mountvernon.org/digital-encyclopedia/article/horsemanship/#note5  

http://www.ushistory.org/franklin/info/  

Images 

 

Image 4 Painting 
of the signing of 
the U.S. 
Constitution by 39 
members of the 
Constitutional 
Convention on 
September 17, 
1787. Painting by 
Howard Chandler 
Christy. 
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Image 5 US Declaration of Independence 
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Image 7 George Washington Memorial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 8 Thomas Jefferson Memorial 

Image 6 Benjamin Franklin Memorial 
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Image Credits 

1 George Washington Portrait, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Washington#/media/File:Gilbert_Stuart_Williamstown_Portrait_of_George_Washington.jpg 
2 Washington Military Portrait, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Washington#/media/File:Washington_1772.jpg  
3 Thomas Jefferson Portrait, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Official_Presidential_portrait_of_Thomas_Jefferson_(by_Rembrandt_Peale,_1800).jpg 
4 https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/image/Constitutional_Convention.htm 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:United_States_Declaration_of_Independence.jpg 
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Trail Life Oath 
On my honor, I will do my best,  
To serve God and my country; 

To respect authority; 
To be a good steward of creation; 

And to treat others like I want to be treated.  
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v.JOODLANos 

Founding Fathers 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Several boxes of all sizes, shapes, and colors 

Small plastic bottles of different shapes and 
colors 

Glue guns and lots of glue sticks. 

Anything you need for the Helps document 
activity 

Anything you need for the Helps document 
activity 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

King George Says 
Play a game of Simon Says, but instead call yourself King 
George. Begin with some simple commands, but make 
them increasingly difficult. For example, begin with hop 
on one foot, then hop on the other foot, then pat your 
head, now hop on one foot and pat your head, now hop 
on one foot, pat your head and rub your belly all at the 
same time. Now hop on one foot, pat your head, rub 
your belly and give me all your money!! Be sure to play 
the game by adding "King George says" when desired. 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

George Washington 
George Washington was the first president of our nation 
and a founding father. He loved God and knew that our 
nation would need to love and follow God's ways, too. 
When President Washington left the office of President, 
he commended this nation to God's provision. Such was 
the character of our first president. 

The Bulletproof George Washington 
Tell the boys the story of the bulletproof George 
Washington! While you tell it, you could have the boys 
act it out. Someone could be Washington, others could 
be other officers, and some could be Indians. 

For two hours during the French and Indian War, in July 
of 1755, George Washington, who was then a Colonel in 
the army, rode back and forth over the battlefield on his 
horse delivering messages to other officers and the 
troops. All the officers had been the target for the 
Indians. As he rode, Colonel Washington could see that 
the officers and those on horseback were the ones the 
Indians were shooting most. But he continued in his job. 
At the end of the battle, Washington was the only 
officer on horseback who had not been shot down. 

After the battle, Washington wrote a letter to his 
brother and told him that God had protected him. He 
found four bullet holes through his coat and had had two 
horses shot out from under him, but he escaped unhurt 
even though many others did not. 

Fifteen years later, the Indian chief who had led the 
battle found Washington and told him that he had told 
his men to aim for Washington and kill him. The Indian 
chief said that they tried to kill Washington but couldn't. 
The chief understood that Washington was under a 
special protection of God, so he told the Indians to stop 
shooting at him. The chief called Washington "the man 
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who is the particular favorite of Heaven, and who can 
never die in battle." 

Founding Father's Documents 
The Founding Fathers helped unite the 13 colonies of 
Early America under one mission - to rid themselves of 
England's control and grant themselves freedom. By 
coming together under the Declaration of Independence, 
which stated that the 13 colonies were no longer under 
British rule but were now their own country, they were 
no longer subject to oppression or injustice. 

The Founding Fathers also wrote other documents in our 
nation's formation such as the U.S. Constitution, in 
which a federal government was created in 1789. This 
document laid out the ground rules about how the 
government was going to operate and how the power 
was distributed. It is the supreme law of our country, 
and the oldest constitution in the world still in effect. 
However, the Constitution also begins with "We the 
People ... " which shows that USA was created for its 
citizens. 

Freedom! 
The Founding Fathers are individuals who lived in Early 
Colonial America and led the revolt against the British so 
that those who were settling in North America could 
gain their independence from England. 

There were several reasons why they decided to fight 
for their independence. Britain was collecting extra 
taxes. They would not give the Colonies representation 
in government even though they were paying taxes. 
There were several incidents, such as the Boston Tea 
Party and the Boston Massacre that helped the Colonies 
to write the Declaration of Independence and start the 
Revolutionary War. 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Build a Monument 
Boys love to make toys and creations out of boxes. 
Boxes can become forts, weapons, shields-whatever a 
boy's imagination can come up with. 

There is a monument dedicated to George Washington. 
Help the boys make a monument dedicated to a local or 
national figure. Tell them about that figure and what he 
did for our nation, whether it was in leadership, wisdom 
or in his character. 

Help the boys use the boxes and plastic bottles to make 
their monument. Have several leaders around with glue 
guns to glue the boxes together as the boys build it. 
Name the monument. You might even want to make a 
plaque for the front of the monument. 

Founding Father Story 
Tell the story of a founding father (some in the Helps 
Document). Choose one of the activities at the end of 
the biography to do with the Trailmen 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Serve God 
The Bible book of Joshua tells the story of how Joshua 
led the people to take the land of Israel. Just like George 
Washington, he gathered the leaders together and told 
them to follow God. He said in Joshua 24:15 (read 
passage). Joshua was wise. We, too, need to be wise 
and choose to serve God in whatever we do in our daily 
lives. 

Close meeting with prayer. 

Freedom to Worship 
Today we learned that we as Americans have a birthday 
in common - the birth of our country in the year of 1776. 
The men who founded our country were men of 
character who were led by their love for God to found a 
new country where all men and women would be free to 
worship God without the control of the government. 
Having this freedom to worship God is an incredible gift 
that these men fought for and gave to us through God's 
love for us. 

Close with this prayer (or add one of your own that 
relates to this theme): Dear God, you are the Almighty 
Creator of the universe and we thank you today for the 
birthday of our country. Thank you that you moved in 
the hearts of the forefathers of this country to 
recognize that we were all created equal and that we 
have rights that were given to us by you including the 
rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. We 
love you our Lord and Savior. Amen. 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

George Washington 
Do one of the following options: 

Ask your parent or guardian to print out something 
George Washington said. Put it on your wall in your 
room. 
Ask you parent or guardian to print out a Bible 
verse. Put it on your wall in your room. 

Patriot Story 
As a family, read a story about George Washington or 
other patriots of our country. Some suggestions are: 

Paul Revere 
Patrick Henry 
Samuel Adams 
Dr. Benjamin Rush 

Celebration 
With your parents/family attend a 4 th of July celebration 
such as a parade, a patriotic worship service, a 
reenactment, or an Independence Day event. You may 
need to let everyone know to do this in advance as 
Meeting Option I may occur after the 4 th of July. 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the Founding Fathers Step on the Heritage 
Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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Heritage Branch  Step 4 

 

 

 

Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the variety of family size and 

step Trailmen should understand the importance of their own family and their 

important role as a member of their family. 

1. What is a family and who is in your family? 

2. What are family traditions and why are they important?  

3. What are games and fun activities you do with your family? 

4. What roles do each of your family members assume?  Do these roles change over 

time? 

5. What are some of the chores you do to help your family? Why are your chores 

important? 

 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

   

v,JOODlANos 

yF 

The 'My Family' 
structures and relationships within the Trailman's own patrol. Upon completion of this 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Discuss members of their family. 

2. Tell an example of traditions. 

3. Discuss ways to help around the house. 

  

 
  

1. Discuss members of their family. 

2. Tell an example of traditions. 

3. Discuss ways to help around the house. 

4. Discuss how each member of family is important. 

  

 

1. Discuss members of their family. 

2. Tell some examples of traditions, think of a new 

family tradition they would like to see in their 

family. 

3. Discuss several ways to help around the house, 

develop a new regular chore at home with 

parents. 

4. Discuss how each member of family is important. 
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Helps 

1. What is a family and who is in your family? 

a. Goal: Discuss the meaning of family and learn about fellow Trailma
situations.  

b. Lesson: We are all part of a family, no matter what it might look like. 
 

c. Examples: 

i. A family can mean many different things to different people. Some 
think family is just those who live in your house or those who are 
related to each other, like brothers and sisters, moms and dads. But 
these days, families look very different. Some families have adopted 
children, some have grandmothers and grandpas living together with 
grandchildren. Some families are separated by divorce or have the 
addition of step-parents or siblings.  

ii. Families are important because they provide: 
1. A sense of belonging 

2. Hope and encouragement 

3. A history/heritage 

4. Family values rooted in the Bible 

5. An understanding of our faith in God 

6. Love 

iii. What is your family situation at home? Who do you consider part of 
your family? Trail Guides, if led, share 
family situation growing up and how that shaped you into the 
man/woman you are today.  

iv. s, we 
our family like we can choose our friends 

amily, but be grateful for our own families and 
take care to treat our families with love and respect.  

v. 
He created Eve for Adam and told them to increase in number and 
fill the earth (Genesis 1:27-28).  

vi. Jesus also told us what He saw family to be in Matthew 12:46-50. 
1. Jesus tells us that those who do the will of the Father are 

part of His family, which makes us all a part of one big family, 
the Body of Christ. Each fellow Trailmen is your brother in 
Christ. In some family situations, it feels like you might not 

 

2. What are family traditions and why are they important?  

a. Goal: Acknowledge that all families have some kind of traditions important 
to them, whether they realize it or not.  

b. Lesson: All families have various traditions that help bond families together.  

c. Examples: 

i. Traditions are behaviors and actions that you engage in again and 

n's family 

Christians are part of Jesus' family. 

a little bit about you're your 

It's important that no matter what our family situation i 
remember we can't choose 
and God has given us all different family situations. We don't want to 
envy someone else's f 

God designed a "family" from the very beginning with Adam and Eve. 

have a place or belong. But in God's family, you always do! 
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again. Some traditions can be just habit, some are designed for a 
purpose and done intentionally.  

ii. What traditions do you and your family have at home? These could 
be as simple as Sunday night dinners or Friday movie nights to 
elaborate Christmas or Easter traditions that you do every year. 
Allow Trailmen to discuss some of their favorite family traditions.  

iii. Ask, Why do you think traditions are important?   
1. Traditions, when done right and with intention, help provide a 

source of identity and a place where we feel we belong.  
2. They strengthen your family bond between your other family 

members. They help to grow relationships of trust and unity.  
3. Traditions create comfort, security and teach values.  
4. 

generations. If you know that your grandfather like to read 

a tradition that reminds you of fond times and something 
that you will do with your children/grandchildren.  

d. Examples Activities: 

i. Discuss examples of traditions Trailmen think would be good to build 
family relationships. Encourage them to urge their family to start 
new traditions or continue old ones.  

3. What are games and fun activities you do with your family? 

a. Goal: Discuss games and fun activities the Trailmen likes to do with their 
family.  

b. Lesson: Games and fun activities make a family stronger.  

c. Examples: 

i. Ask, What are games and fun activities you like to do with your 
family?  

ii. Ask, Why do you think this time is important for you and your family 
to do?  

iii. Discuss, What are some things that you could start in your family as 
a fun activity to make your family stronger?  

d. Examples Activities: 

i. Play one of the games given by the Trailmen. Have the Trailmen 
teach his patrol his family game.  

4. What roles do each of your family members assume?  Do these roles change over 

time? 

a. Goal: Discuss roles of family members and how they can change.  

b. Lesson: We each have an important role to play in our family. Over time, 
 

c. Examples:  

i. Ask, What roles does your family have?  
1. Mother 

2. Father 

3. Son 

4. Daughter 

II II 

Traditions connect you to your family's heritage over the 

the Christmas story every year to his grandchildren, it's likely 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

those roles may change, but it doesn't change our importance. 

II II 
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5. Siblings 

6. Grandma, grandpa, aunts, uncles, cousins, first cousins, etc.  

ii. The human body is made up of many parts including eyes, nose, 
mouth, ears, hands, feet, heart, lungs, back etc. Like a human body, 
God fits us together into a spiritual body that includes our families 
and our church. We all have a different part in this spiritual body. 
What part do you think you are? A nose? An eye? A pinky toe? A 
belly button? A bottomless stomach or arm pit? You might not 
understand this right now, but you are a very important part of the 
Body of Christ! r family loves you.  

iii. Over time, your role in your family may change. This could be simple 
things like moving up from taking out the trash or doing dishes to 
bigger chores like mowing the lawn. It also includes growing into 
roles like being a leader for Christ to your siblings or sometimes even 
your parents. The Bible says in Matthew 5:14-16 to 
shine forth in your family at home through you!  

5. What are some of the chores you do to help your family? Why are your chores 

important? 

a. Goal: Expose Trailmen to their importance in their family by calling out 
simple chores around the house. 

b. Lesson: Because we are all a part of our family, working as part of our 
family team by doing chores helps to grow our family bond.  

c. Examples:  

i. Discuss chores Trailmen do around their house to help their family. 

ii. Ask them what chores or jobs they would love to have around their 
house to help out their family? Ask, What are chores 
really like to do, but you know need to be done?  

iii. Ask, 
consequences are there?  
get punished because of disobedience. Since their role in the family 
is important, if even  do their chores, 
the whole family suffers. A sink full of dishes or a washer full of 
clothes makes living conditions frustrating for you and your family 
members. 
underwear (well, it is to your mama anyway)! God has designed each 
of us with a purpose so that we could be a part of His family. You 

 

iv. Read and discuss Exodus 20:12. By using our strengths and 
contributing to our family, we are serving others and honoring our 
families.  

Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities. 

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region. 

 Several ideas are listed below. 

You belong to God's family, and you 

let God's light 

II that you don't 
II 

"If you don't do your chores at home, what kind of 
" Have them realize that they wouldn't just 

one person in our family doesn't 

How frustrating it can be when you can't find clean 

have an important role in God's family, just as you do in your own! 
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o Provide Trailmen with a blank family tree template (several are available online) 

or just a sheet of paper and give simple family tree instructions. Encourage 

them to take it home and create a family tree with at least three generations 

(child, parents, and grandparents). Share the family trees at the next patrol 

meeting. Make sure that the boys know they are free to build their trees in the 

ways that they feel best show their family, particularly if there are 

circumstances like step-families or adoption. 

o Make a thank you card for a father, mother or another member of their family. 

Help Trailmen to write a message to their family member to show their 

appreciation. Provide construction paper, crayons, markers, glue, scissors, 

stickers and other supplies to create their cards. 

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas. 

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol. 

 Several ideas are listed below. 

o Select a game from this simple list of family fun games: 

http://www.whatdowedoallday.com/indoor-family-games/  

o Smelly Shoes (This game is for six or more players and should be played in an 

open area.) Everyone finds a partner. One person from each pair puts on a 

blindfold. The other person takes off his shoes and puts them in a pile with 

blindfolded can help guide, but they are not allowed to touch their shoes. First 

paid to finish wins. Switch blindfolds (and/or partners) and play again.  

Scripture 

God gave us a promise in His Word that if we honor our mother and father, we would 
live long in the land He promised. Honoring our families with love and respect is part of 

 

Exodus 20:12 

We are all part of one body, with many parts. Each part is very important to the entire 
body.  

1 Corinthians 12:12-27 

 Pray, Holy Lord Jesus, we thank you most of all that you live in our hearts and that you 

made us a part of spiritual body. We pray that you will rule in our hearts and that we 

will share together in your love and peace for us. Bless our loved ones and help us to 

 

Genesis 1:28 

everybody else's shoes. To play, the people who are blindfolded must find their 

partners' shoes and put them on their partner's feet. Players who are not 

God's blessings. 

remember many good things you have given us. In Jesus' name. Amen. 
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 Fox  

for our families!  

 Hawk - e world and He gave us a 

purpose.  

 Mt. Lion  

placed us in his own adopted family  the Body of Christ. We are adopted as sons into 

 

Matthew 5:14-16 

Copyright © 2017 by Trail Life USA. All rights reserved.  

- God designed "the family" from the very creation of the world, so let's thank Him 

God designed "the family" from the very creation of th 

- God designed "the family" from the very creation of the world, but He's also 

God's family to be the light of the world! 
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v.JOODLANos 

My Family 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Ball 

Table Cloth 

Washable stamp pads 

Paper 

Baby wipes (for cleanup) 

10-20 large construction paper circles (see 
game for exact number) 

Paper 

Pencil 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

The Blob 
This game demonstrates cooperation and teamwork to 
accomplish a goal. 

Play as a normal game of tag, however when "it" tags a 
Trailman, the Trailman becomes part of "it." Then the 
two of them must run linking arms and catch the next 
Trailman, who will join them. Last one caught by the 
"Blob" is the winner. 

Magic Carpet 
Fold or cut the table cloth to a four foot by four foot 
square {size may vary based on patrol size, but smaller is 
preferred). Tell the Patrol that the carpet is magic, but 
the magic is on the other side. Working together, they 
must flip the magic carpet while standing on it. If anyone 
falls off, they must start again. 

Teamwork Trail 
Mark a course (about 20 feet long) with a starting line 
and a finishing line. Split the Trailmen up into two even 
groups, giving each group a stack of large circles made 
out of construction paper. Each group needs one more 
circle than the number of Trailmen on the team (if a 
team has three Trailmen, it will be given four circles). 

The objective is to race the other team to the finish line 
and back {the "Teamwork Trail") by stepping on the 
circles only. If a Trailman steps on the ground, the whole 
team has to start over. The entire foot needs to be on 
the circle, and the circle cannot be dragged on the 
ground. 

Try to figure out the fastest way to get your whole team 
across the course and back. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Family 
This week we look at the family. Remember that families 
can be built in many ways, and we need to be sensitive 
to situations like adoptions and remarriages. Discuss 
with the Trailman what makes a family and how we can 
feel like family with friends and other groups. 

Families Are Important 
Families are not just your mom, dad, brothers, or sisters. 
They can also include uncles, aunts, cousins, and 
grandparents. In the case of blended families, they may 
include a stepmom, stepdad, stepbrothers, and 
stepsisters. Sometimes close friends are considered as 
family. And if you go to church, the people you go to 
church with are considered your church family. 

Families are important in many ways in the life of a boy. 
Families provide: 

A sense of belonging 
Hope and encouragement 
A history/ heritage 
Family values rooted in the Bible 
An understanding of our faith in God 
Love 

The Bible calls this closeness fellowship, and it is kind of 
like a human body. The human body is made up of many 
parts including eyes, nose, mouth, ears, hands, feet, 
heart, lungs, back, etc. Like a human body, God fits us 
together into a spiritual body that includes our families 
and our church . We all have a different part in this 
spiritual body. What part do you think you are? Are you 
a nose? An eye? A pinky toe? A belly button? A 
bottomless stomach? You might not understand this 
right now, but you are a very important part of a 
spiritual body. You belong to God's family, and your 
family loves you. 
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Family Members 
Today's discussion is about Family Genealogy and how 
our families' can impact our lives and build our faith. 
Discuss the importance of cooperation at home with 
their families. This week, we will look at our family 
heritage and see how members of our own family have 
demonstrated faith, honor, and cooperation. Adopted 
boys can use their adopted families, and in other 
sensitive situations, Trailmen can list a Christian sports 
player (Tim Tebow) or a man from Hebrews II as a hero or 
mentor on his family tree. 

Emphasize to the Trailmen that we are not born men of 
honor. We become men of honor by making honorable 
decisions, which can include practicing healthy 
cooperation and teamwork in the achievement of goals. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Traditions 
Define tradition and provide examples. Sit in a circle with 
the boys, tossing or rolling the ball randomly across the 
circle with each boy jumping up and sharing a tradition 
their family has when they get the ball. Make sure 
everyone has a turn. Then, play again, everyone coming 
up with a new tradition that they want to have. 
Encourage the Trailmen to start their tradition with their 
family! 

Everyone is Different 
Everyone think of a tradition that their family has. See 
how many different ones there are? This shows how 
everyone is different. Now, ask the Trailmen how they 
look like their parents and how they differ in appearance 
from their parents. Since everyone is different, everyone 
is important. Discuss how each person has a different 
set of fingerprints, even twins. 

Help each boy fingerprint himself. 

Alternative: Depending on the allotment of time, you 
could have the children use fingerprints to create a 
picture. 

Family Tree 
With the help of an adult family member, each Trailman 
takes time to sketch his family tree. The family tree need 
not be elaborate; simple boxes are fine. Consider 
drawing a large root system under ground to illustrate 
the strength the tree needs from its support system; 
remember that the roots of a tree spread at least as far 
out as it is wide. Encourage the Trailmen to go at least 
as far back as their great-grandparents. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Thankful for Family 
As you can see, family means a lot to us. When we get to 
spend time with family, it makes this time extra special 
when we can gather and thank God together for all of 
the blessings in our lives. Read Colossians 3:15. 

"Holy Lord Jesus, we thank you most of all that you live 
in our hearts and that you made us a part of a spiritual 
body. We pray that you will rule in our hearts and that 
we will share together in your love and peace for us. 
Bless our loved ones, and help us to remember the many 
good things you have given us this year. Amen." 

Obey God's Commands 
We are to remember the teachings of our parents and 
grandparents. The Bible gives us a pattern of this in the 
Old Testament: Deuteronomy 6:4-9. We are to love God 
and obey him. Let us remember this all of our life. 

Pray with the Trailmen. 

Working Together 
In the Bible, there are many men of honor who paved the 
way for our faith. In the book of Hebrews, there is a 
section called the "Hall of Faith" where many great men 
are listed. By faith, Noah built a ship when no one had 
ever seen rain. By faith, Moses led God's people out of 
Egypt. All these men of God worked together to pave the 
way for Christ. Read Hebrews 11:39-40 to the Trailmen. A 
possible interpretation of this scripture illustrates that 
we will not be able to accomplish the great things God 
has in store for us without learning how to work 
together. 

Pray with the Trailmen. 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Cooperation 
Discuss cooperation with your family. Evaluate how well 
you cooperate on a regular basis. For instance, are your 
morning routines rough because your mom is constantly 
reminding you to get your shoes on? What are some 
things that you can change to make things better 
(perhaps, "commit to doing what needs to be done 
without being reminded")? Also, consider picking up an 
extra light chore (taking the trash out nightly) to help 
cooperation at home. 

Blast from the Past 
Spend some time looking at family photo albums that 
include family members and friends of all generations. 
Talk about these individuals and share your stories of 
them with your children. Find a way to help around the 
house to thank your family. Thank God together in 
prayer for the family that he has given you. 

Grandparent Interview 
What was life like for your grandparents? What did they 
do at school? At play? Did they attend church? What 
chores did they do at home? How was their life different 
from yours? How was it the same? 
Interview the oldest living relative you can contact, 
either in person or on the telephone. Ask questions such 
as: 

Where and when were you born? 
What kinds of toys did you play with? 
What was school like? What was your favorite 
subject? 
How did you meet your wife or husband? 
What was your first job? How old were you 
when you got your first job? 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the My Family Step on the Heritage Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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Heritage Branch  Elective Step 5  

 

 

 

Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the history and leadership of the 

step Trailmen should understand the 

importance of their community and its relationship with other surrounding communities. 

1. What is the name of your community and how was your community or town named? 

2. Who are some of your local leaders and what do they do? 

3. Where is your community and/or county on a map of your state? 

4. Where on a map of your community are parks, library, fire station, your church, 

your house, police station, and/or other locations of interest? 

5. What is an important historical event in your community? 

 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. Note: Because of the uniqueness of this topic, you will need to do research 
concerning your own community. Examples given will be to help Trail Guides 
think through this topic, but will not provide your specific answers and 
content.  

2. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

3. Make it relative to your patrol. 

4. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

5. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

   

v,JOODlANos 

yC 

The 'My Community' 
Trailman's own local community. Upon completion of this 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Learn something new about their community. 

2. Be exposed to why our communities are 
important. 

3. Create a basic map using symbols with help of 

Trail Guide. 

  

 
  

1. Learn something new about their community. 

2. Be exposed to why our communities are 
important. 

3. Create a basic map with symbols with help of 

Trail Guide. 

4. 

. 

  

 

1. Learn something new about their community. 

2. Be exposed to why our communities are 
important. 

3. Create a basic map with symbols and labels with 
help of Trail Guide. 

4. 

community. 

5. Talk about ways to help your community. 

 

  

Understand why it's important for us to be 

"lights" in our community 

Understand why it's important for us to be 

"lights" in our 
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Helps 

1. What is the name of your community and how was your community or town named? 

a. Goal:  Expose Trailmen to the heritage of their community. 

b. Lesson: Learn bits and pieces concerning your specific comm
heritage.  

c. Examples: 

i. 
section. Research how your town/city received its name. Explain 
some of the history or story to your Trailmen. 

d. Examples Activities: 

i. This topic could be explored at your local library or even your city 
hall.  

ii. 
present at troop meeting. 

iii. Invite a police officer, fire fighter, physician, nurse, clergyman, or 
local elected offici
talk about how they serve your community. Encourage Trailmen to 
share their gratitude for this person.  

iv. Have Trailmen make cards of gratitude to present to public servants. 
Display the verse Philippians 1:3-4. 

v. Take a tour of historical landmarks in your town as a Hit the Trail 
event.  

2. Who are some of your local leaders and what do they do? 

a. Goal: Expose Trailmen to local leaders and find out their role in your 
community.  

b. Lesson: Learn that local men and women help run the city and play a vital 
role in your community s government.  

c. Examples: 

i. 
Discuss their job and responsibilities in relation to your community.  

ii. Take a trip to city hall and schedule to meet some of the local 
leaders. See if you can schedule a tour of city hall. Interview some of 
the employees there concerning your city and ask them about their 
jobs.  

iii. (Mt. Lions) Discuss justice  with the Trailmen. Define it as doing the 
right thing for others. Have a police officer, corrections officer, or 

field. Then have the officer or deputy discuss why that job is 
important.  

1. If no law enforcement officer is available, another option would be to 

have a local government representative. Relate justice to creative 

problem solving and conflict resolution among peers. Helping others 

often requires us to be cool-headed and level-thinking. Being able to 

solve problems and resolve conflict on a small scale (with our friends) 

will give us the tolls and experience we need to apple these on a 

unity's 

Locate your city's website online. Explore their history or about 

Request a guest speaker from your town's historical society to 

al to attend tonight's troop meeting. Ask them to 

Look on your city's website for names of the local representatives. 

II II 

sheriff's deputy discuss his or her job and why he or she chose that 
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larger scale (like a judge does in a court house or police officer does 

when responding to a domestic dispute). Look up the story of 

Solomon and the two mothers for an example of creative problem 

solving and justice in 1 Kings 3:16-28. 

iv. Example Activities:  
1. 

and write their ideas for laws they would create. Guide them 
in creating laws that create a town where people are treated 
as justly as possible. (Mt. Lions) Think about some people in 
your community who are being treated unfairly. What can you 
or your Patrol do to help them? 

3. Where is your community and/or county on a map of your state? 

a. Goal: Locate your community on a map of your state.  

b. Lesson: Obtain a state map and have each Trailmen learned the location of 
your community.  

c. Examples:  

i. Ask your city hall for several copies of your state map. Or email your 
state office and request copies.  

ii. Do an online search several weeks before this topic will be presented 
and request information from your state or travel agencies. For 
example, check this one out for Colorado: 
http://www.colorado.com/guide-order.  

iii. If you have several laptops or tablets, allow older boys to do explore 
your location on Google maps. Be sure Trail Guides are supervising 
their usage.  

iv. 
library with detailed state maps.  

4. Where on a map of your community are parks, library, fire station, your church, 

your house, police station, and/or other locations of interest? 

a. Goal:  Locate key items on state maps. 

b. Lesson: Draw up a basic map with major roads, highways, Charter 
Organization location, etc. Label locations with Trailmen. 

c. Examples: 

i. Make a master map of major roads/highways and bodies of water. A 
ll suffice. Make copies of this page and 

give to your Trailmen with a pencil and/or colored pencils. Leave a 
box in the corner for a key/legend. Be sure to draw North on the 
map. 

ii. If desire print off a map from a website like Google Maps or Bing.  

iii. Label the following places on your map together. Use the box in the 
corner to show Trailmen how to make a key or legend. Draw the 
symbol used on the map and label with the correct title.  

1. Parks (use a tree, green if you have colors) 

2. Library (draw a book) 

3. Fire station (small flame) 

Tell Trailmen there's a new sheriff in town. Have them discuss 

If you can't obtain maps in advance, check out an atlas from the 

simple hand drawn 8.5" x 11" wi 
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4. Charter Organization church (building with cross steeple) 

5.  

6. Police station (police badge icon) 

7. Historical landmarks if any exist, use appropriate symbols 

8. Allow Trailmen to tell you some of their favorite places to go (bowling 

alley, trampoline/jump place, etc.). Help them locate these places on 

their maps.  

5. What is an important historical event in your community? 

a. Goal: Learn something in important from history that happened in your 
community or surrounding areas.  

b. Lesson: To see that our communities have been a part of a story for 
generations and will continue to be.  

c. Examples: 

i. Research important historical events in your community. Present a 
few to your Trailmen.  

ii. Some places might not have the greatest stories or residents, but all 
places have some kind of story. God is present in all our 
communities, even if we do not directly see Him working, He is 
always there. Even in times of difficulty (like a battle or massacre). 
These stories  

d. Examples Activities: 

i. If able, visit sites of historical significance in your area. Check out 
Civil War museums or other places of the like.  

Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities. 

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region. 

 Several ideas are listed above. 

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas. 

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol. 

 One idea is listed below. 

o Red Light, Green Light
stand at the finish line of the playing field. The other Trailmen stand at the 

caught moving must go back to the starting line. Play continues until a Trailmen 

for the next round.  

Trailmen's house if known (simple rectangle/triangle house) 

are a part of our communities' heritage. 

-Select one Trailman to be the "Stop Light." Ask him to 

starting line and wait for the "Stop Light" to turn his back and yell, "Green 
Light!" The other Trailmen move toward the finish line until the "Stop Light" 
calls "Right Light!" and turn around quickly. Any of the Trail men who were 

reach the "Stop Light" and tags him. That Trailman becomes the "Stop Light" 
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Scripture 

God places us in our own communities at a particular time so that we might be the light of the 
 

Matthew 5:13-16 

Matthew 28:18-20 

Acts 1:8 

Copyright © 2017 by Trail Life USA. All rights reserved.  

world and salt of the earth and show God's love to the people around us. 
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v.JOODLANos 

My ommunity 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Paper 

Coloring Utensils 

Paper 

Coloring Utensils 

Jigsaw Puzzle 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Cops and Robbers 
Gather the Trailmen outside. Divide them into two 
groups-the "Cops" and the "Robbers." Choose an object 
for the Robbers to try to "steal." To win the game, the 
robbers must complete their goal of stealing or touching 
this object and escaping from the cops. The Cops can 
tag the robbers to remove them from the game or send 
them to jail. 

Obstacle Course 
Gather obstacles! Obstacles can include anything from 
furniture to toys to sports equipment. 

Indoor course ideas: 
Kangaroo jump: Hop forward with feet together 
five times. 
Crawl through a tunnel: You can create a tunnel 
by placing a sheet over some chairs placed 
across from each other. 
Climb over an object. 
Use a large cooking spoon to transfer three to 
five blocks {or other small toys) one at a time 
into a bucket or container placed several feel 
away. 
Do five jumping jacks. 
Side-step five times. 
Toss three to five balls into a bucket or basket 
several feet away. 
Walk the tightrope: Place a jump rope or tape on 
the floor and have boys walk across it, heel to 
toe. 
Kangaroo jump five more times to the finish line. 

Outdoor course {with playground) ideas: 
Kangaroo jump five times. 
Go up the ladder and down the slide. 
Swing on the swing as you count to ten. 
Jump over a set of sticks or branches. 
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Use a cooking spoon to transfer rocks to a 
bucket. 
Jump up and down five times. 
Toss balls into a container. 
"Walk the tightrope." 
Run back to the starting line. 

Guess the Rule 
Sit the Trailmen in a circle where they will pass a pair of 
sticks, markers, or unsharpened pencils to the person to 
the left of them. They can pass the sticks either crossed 
(like an "x") or uncrossed (parallel to one another). How 
they pass the sticks is determined by a "rule." Select a 
few Trailmen who will know "the rule" and secretly tell 
them the rule. (Easiest solution: if the Trail men they are 
passing the sticks to have their hands or feet crossed, 
they receive the sticks crossed. If the Trailmen they are 
passing the sticks to have their hands or feet uncrossed, 
they receive the sticks uncrossed.) The Trailmen who do 
not know the rule remain in the game as long as they 
figure out the rule and pass the sticks appropriately to 
the Trailmen seated to their left. 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

My Community 
Since everyone's community is different, Trail Guide will 
need to research their own community and personalize 
this meeting for the boys. Some basic things for the 
Trailmen to learn are: 

Name of your City 
Local Leaders 
History of your Area 

Consider inviting a local community servant to your 
meeting. Ask the guest to talk to the Trailmen about 
how he or she serves the community. Encourage the 
Trailmen to ask questions and thank the guest. 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Mapping 
Make a basic map of somewhere you like to go in your 
community. It could be the park you like to go to, your 
neighborhood, or downtown! Make sure to include 
symbols for the different things on your map, like a 
house, church, or restaurant! 

Good Citizens 
Make a "Good Citizen/Bad Citizen" poster. Trailmen 
should give examples of things a good/bad citizen does, 
while leader fills in the poster. This will help them learn 
how to be lights in their own community! 

Jigsaw Puzzle 
A jigsaw puzzle is a good illustration for cooperation 
because no single piece can form a complete picture on 
its own. The same is true in a community. Everyone 
needs to be a good citizen so that the community will 
run smoothly. Allow the Trailmen time to paint, color, or 
decorate a single jigsaw puzzle piece. On one side of the 
piece, have each Trailman record his name and a quality 
or skill he possesses that can be shared with others to 
accomplish a goal (e.g., "Garrett is a good listener.") 
You may also simply cut a jigsaw shape from a piece of 
construction paper if no puzzle is available. 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Obeying Authority 
Read and discuss Romans 13: I. Talk about why you 
should obey authorities. 

Pray with the Trailmen. 

Wise Leaders 
Read and discuss Ecclesiastes 1:13. A leader will desire 
wisdom to help lead people. What our cities, counties, 
state, and national leaders need is godly wisdom to 
make good choices for the people. This is why it is 
important to read God's Word and to understand God's 
wisdom found there. 

Pray with the Trailmen, focusing on seeking God's 
wisdom every day. 

Respect Governing Authority 
Read and discuss I Peter 2:13-14. In order to be a 
productive, respectful citizen of your community, it is 
essential that you understand and respect the 
governing authority. When you do this, you are 
cooperating with your community AND following a 
command given to us from the Bible. You may also 
decide to read and discuss I Peter 2:13-14. 

Pray with the Trailmen . 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Community Talk 
Talk about your community with your family and find out 
what their favorite part of your community is. 

Drive 
Go for a walk or drive through your community and point 
out various places that you learned about. Talk with your 
family about the importance of a community. 

Map 
Using a map that you made, take a driving tour of your 
community with your family. Use the map to locate your 
church, school, park, library, fire station, police station, 
or government offices. 
Look for ways to serve your community with your family. 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned a Heritage Step. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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Heritage Branch  Elective Step 6 

 

 

 

Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the history of America prior to the 

formation of the United States. Upon completion of this step Trailmen should be exposed to 

how life in early America was alike or different from life today as well as the motives, 

practices, and sacrifices of the European settlers. 

 

1. Who inhabited America prior to the arrival of European settlers? 

2. What was life like for the Native Americans? 

3. Why did the pilgrims come to America? 

4. What was the importance of the Mayflower? 

5. What was the first Thanksgiving like? 

6. What were the original 13 colonies? 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. History is an important part of our heritage. Trail Guides, please do not simply 

read this information to your Trailmen. Much of it is research done for you so 

that you can expose these boys to some of the greatest stories in our 

 

2. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

3. Make it relative to your patrol. 

4. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

5. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   

v,JOODlANos 

r 

The 'Early America' 

country's history. 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Know who lived in North America before 
Europeans. 

2. Tell a reason the Pilgrims traveled to North 

America. 

  

 
  

1. Know who lived in North America before 
Europeans. 

2. Tell a reason the Pilgrims traveled to North 
America. 

3. Know who helped the Pilgrims survive their first 

winter. 

  

 

1. Know who lived in North America before 
Europeans. 

2. Tell a reason the Pilgrims traveled to North 
America. 

3. Know who helped the Pilgrims survive their first 
winter. 

4. Describe the First Thanksgiving event and why 

this was such an important event that is still 

celebrated today. 
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Helps 

1. Who inhabited the America prior to the arrival of European settlers? 

a. Goal
inhabited by a people group with a culture, language and belief system all 
their own for thousands of years. 

b. Lesson:  Native Americans, also called Indians, inhabited America before 
Europeans. 

c. Examples: 

i. Since the time of the Tower of Babel, estimated around four to five 
thousand years ago, God scattered the people around the Earth. 
People kept wandering and traveling outward from the place of the 
Tower of Babel in the Middle East. They traveled north up through 
modern day Russia, along the Bering Strait, which at the time, 
historians believe was a land bridge. Then came into Alaska and then 
down into North America and down throughout South America.  

ii. They were the true first Americans, called Native Americans, to 
inhabit the land, building their population and developing their 
cultures. Many different types of tribes and kingdoms formed 
between North and South America. Archeologists have uncovered 
artifacts that tell us a little of how they lived. However, there is no 
written record or history from these people groups. Especially in 
North America, they did not have a written language but instead 
passed down their history by telling stories from generation to 
generation. They also used picture drawings, which can still be found 
in caves across North America today. This gives us a glimpse into 
their lives and culture.  

d. Example Activities:  

i. 
from the Tower of Babel to the East Coast of North America.  

ii. This Core Step would be great taught around a campfire if you can. 
Not only can the campfire keep the attentive of boys, but it would 
continue the tradition that Native Americans would often sit around 
a campfire to tell the stories of their ancestors. Optional: Have some 

of the Native Americans and Pilgrims. Follow prompts with italicized 
text.  

2. What was life like for the Native Americans? 

a. Goal:  To expose Trailmen of the life Native Americans lived prior to 
European settlers coming to North America 

b. Lesson:  Learn about Native American life 

c. Examples: 

i. We do know that the Native Americans did not worship One True 
God as Christians do, but often worshipped things in creation, like 
the animals and plants around them.  

ii. Many Native Americans were hunters and gatherers and lived a 
nomadic life, which means they moved around a lot and never stayed 

To understand that America was not "found" but Europeans, but 

Bring a globe and follow the route of the Native American's route 

of the boys be Pilgrims and some be Indians and "act" out the stories 
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in one place for long periods of time, because they had to go where 
the animals went. Have your Indians act like hunting animals and 
gathering berries.  

iii. Their houses were built like tepees or wigwams (which is a circle hut 
with a domed roof, see picture in Resources section below). Some 
also became farmers, if they lived in the warmer climates. The 
Indians that lived on the East Coast of North America where the 
English first started forming their colonies, were mostly hunters, 
gatherers and fishermen tribes. When the English moved in, they 
would move further south or west. For example, the Seminole tribe 
who originated in Georgia were mostly farmers but when the English 
moved in they ran to the swamps of Florida and had to adapt to their 
new environment. They built houses called chickees with open sides 
and on stilts. 

iv. Native Americans have a fascinating culture and learned to live off 

acknowledge the Creator as God, they certainly respected His 
creation.  

v. Native American children would have had a lot more chores and jobs 

directly alongside their parents. Much of their time would have been 
spent collecting food supplies, make bows and arrows, or collecting 
wood for the fire. Boys learned to hunt for game. Girls learned how 
to make skins into leather to sew together for houses and clothing. 
It was their way of life but also for their survival, much like Early 
Colonial English children would have had to do. They would have less 
time for playing, more time for collecting the things necessary for 
their families to survive.  

d. Example Activities:  

i. If you have access to large sticks and supplies, try creating a teepee 
from sticks and fabric (either old sheets or string). You could make 
this more difficult for older boys by actual branches collected from a 
nearby forest. What would they have to do to the sticks to make 
them usable to build a house? Make they think through how they 
would tie the sticks together? Where would they get fabric if they 
local W
animals for the sides of their tents and stitched them together.) You 
could also make miniature teepees the boys could take home out of 
smaller sticks or popsicle sticks and string if bigger sticks are not 
available to you. This smaller project might be more fun for the 
Foxes or Hawks. Allow Mt. Lions to try to work as a team to build a 
larger teepee.  

ii. 
would be helpful, watch this video for simple steps on creating your 
canoe. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbR6rQW2F3s  (4:29 
runtime). Trail Guides might want to watch and learn how to prior to 
the meeting. Do a sample or two to show the boys. Have a tub of 
water for them to float their canoes in.  

3. Why did the Pilgrims come to America? 

the land without destroying God's creation. While they didn't 

to do than children today. They didn't go to a school, but would learn 

almart wasn't providing the sheets? (They used the skins of 

Make a paper canoe. Using an 8.S"xll" sheet of paper and a ruler 
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a. Goal:  To recognize the Pilgrims came to America to allow themselves the 
freedom to worship God in the way they saw fit.  

b. Lesson:   

c. Examples: 

i. [Pilgrims: Act out praying and worshipping God.] There were some 
people in England who wanted to be able to worship God in their own 
way, not the way they were being told to do so by the English church 

they separated from the church but were forced by King James to 
pay higher taxes. They decided to leave England, and cross the sea 
to Holland, where they could worship God in freedom. However, their 
children started acting more like the Dutch children of Holland and 
speaking Dutch instead of English and pulling away from their 
parents. Because of this, the fathers decided they wanted to raise 
their children as English, but in a land that was free from the King. 

they could worship God in freedom but also with their English 
customs.  

ii. [Pilgrims: Act surprised about the addition of more people.] A group 
of men went back to England and asked the rich English merchants 
to fund their journey. The merchants also told them they had to 
bring an additional 60 settlers with them so that they could start a 
new colony. They had high hopes they could worship God and live 
their lives honoring the Lord in this new colony. 

4. What was the importance of the Mayflower?  

a. Goal:  To hear the story of the ship that brought the Pilgrims  

b. Lesson: The Mayflower brought the first Pilgrims over to the New World so 
that they could be free to worship as they pleased. 

c. Examples: 

i. [Pilgrims: Act like they are sailing a ship in a stormy sea, eating 
terrible food and falling ill.]  

ii. The Mayflower was a ship that set sail for the New World in 1620. It 
was filled with Pilgrims who desired to be able to worship God in the 
way that they saw fit, without being told what to do or to have to 
pay taxes. They were going to a land completely unfamiliar to them. 

angers 
of the New World. The Mayflower was filled with courageous men, 
women and many children to start the new colony in the New World. 
There were 102 passengers on board!  

iii. The Mayflower was at sea for nine long weeks, enduring storms 
along the way. The living conditions were awful! The Pilgrims ate the 
same meal every day and some of their food spoiled with worms. 
Their water also tasted awful. Their goal was to make it to warm 
Virginia, but the storms blew the ship off course and they ended up 
in Cape Cod, Massachusetts. [Finally, they spotted land and the men 
went exploring, leaving the women and children behind. They see 
Indians, but the Indians run off. In their exploration, the men find a 
corn field and a stream with fresh water!] 

leaders. Those English people were called "Separatists" because 

They decided to take the risk to come to the "New World," where 

They've heard stories of the Indians who live there and the d 
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iv. The Pilgrims decided on a list of rules called the Mayflower Compact, 
so that the Pilgrims agree to live according to a standard. The 
Compact said they must all agree on the laws passed in their new 
colony and obey those laws. 

d. Example Activities:  

i. Discuss: Have you ever been somewhere unfamiliar to you? Have you 
ever been lost? How did it make you feel being lost? Do we know 
what will happen in the future? Does it help knowing that God knows 

how he does not leave us (Psalm 23, Matthew 28:20, Job 38). 

ii. Find a large box, such as a refrigerator box, that the boys can use as 
a ship. Let the boys name it and paint the name on it. Let them make 
some oars out of cardboard and decorate the box with suggestions 
from the leaders and adults. They boys may want to put portholes to 
look through. Cut them out for them as they will have trouble cutting 
the cardboard. Let them play in their boat with any free time that is 
available to them. Make sure to get plenty of pictures!  

iii. Ask an adult leader or parent to bring in a rowboat, inflatable raft or 
even a powered boat on a trailer to your meeting. Allow the boys to 
get in and play. If the boat is powered, ask the owner to give the 
boys a tour of its features. 

5. What was the first Thanksgiving like?   

a. Goal:  To hear the story of the first Thanksgiving how Pilgrims and Indians 
came together.  

b. Lesson:  The First Thanksgiving celebrate the harvest and the friendship of 
the Pilgrims and Native American Indians.  

c. Examples: 

i. After arriving to the new land, winter was coming but the Pilgrims 
were running out of the food they brought from England. They began 
to die from fever, scurvy and starvation. By the end of winter, only 
half of the Pilgrims have survived. [Pilgrims: Half of them died off, 
have one of them now be the Indian chief and another be Squanto, 
an Indian] 

ii. The Native Americans in that area were from the Wampanoag (wam-
pa-NO-ag) tribe, whose chief was Massasoit, and they took pity on 
the newcomers. [Indian chief looks sorry for the poor Pilgrims.] One 
day one of these Indians named Samoset just walked right into the 

Another of their men named Squanto knew even better English from 
the ship captains and [Squanto acted as a translator for the 
Pilgrims]. He helped to negotiate a peace treaty between the 
Pilgrims and the Wampanoags that they would not hurt each other. 
[Squanto also taught the Pilgrims how to grow and tend corn] so 

 to use fish in the 
ground with the seed as fertilizer.  

iii. The Pilgrims leader, John Carver, unexplainably died after a 
headache and a new leader, William Bradford, became their 

your future? Read a Bible verse about God's providence for us and 

middle of settlement and said, "Welcome! Welcome!" in English. 

they wouldn't starve. He even gave them a tip 

governor. Bradford helped to prosper the Pilgrims' colony, treating 
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the Indians with friendship. After that first harvest (which happened 
in November) with their crops looked after by Squanto, the Pilgrims 
had plenty. [Pilgrims and Squanto look amazed at the bountiful 
harvest.] They invited Massasoit and 90 other Wampanoags came 
along 
they went out and killed 5 deer and then treated the group to a 
feast of corn, wild turkey, fish and deer.  This was the First 
Thanksgiving. [Indians and Pilgrims come together to eat a feast.] 

iv. [The Pilgrims prayed before their meal] and thanked God for 
watching over their first year in America. There was much to be 
thankful for, including their new Native American friends who helped 
them to survive the winter. [The Indians did some of the dances], the 
[English Pilgrims men had shooting contests], and the children played 

days.  

d. Example Activities:  

i. Check out the book The First Thanksgiving by Linda Hayward from 
the library (also ava
reader book. Hawks and Mt. Lions could take turns reading pages of 
the book. It tells the story of the First Thanksgiving succinctly. Other 
options would be  by Anna McGovern 
(or see website below for a link to a reading of this book).  

ii. Discuss: What challenges did the Pilgrims face their first winter in 
America? Who helped them survive? Why did the Pilgrims host a 
celebration called Thanksgiving? 

iii. How can we show our thanks to God as the Pilgrims did? Take some 
time to talk about things the boys are thankful for. Sometimes this is 
difficult to remember to always be thankful, even in difficult times. 
However, we can know that God will take care of us, see Matthew 
6:25 below.  

1. In prayer (of thanksgiving to God for providing) 

2. In sharing a meal with our families and friends 

3. In fellowship with our church body, fellow Trailmen 

4. To give to those in need so that we can tell about the hope we have 

in God, even in difficult times 

iv. Think of a service project that you could do to benefit your charter 
organization or a local food pantry. 

v. Play a game of tag, as the children did at the Thanksgiving feast.  

vi. pun 

dodge away from the blindfolded boy. If a boy is caught, he is it (have 

who are it).  

vii. Bring some grilled corn (or popcorn) for snack. Be sure to check food 
allergies.  

viii. Have pre-
enough to wrap around the boys heads like headbands (you will 

for the feast. They weren't going to have enough food, but 

tag and blindman's bluff to amuse themselves. They stayed for three 

ilable on Amazon for around $4. It's a short, easy 

The Pilgrim's First Thanksgiving 

Play a game of Blindman's Bluff: One boy is blindfolded, and s 
around to disorient him. Other boys called out "blind man" and try to 

at least two blindfolds so that it's a faster transition between boys 

cut 2" wide strips of brown construction paper, long 

probably need to staple two pieces together to fit around the boys' 
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head). Add simple feather-shaped pieces to the headbands with a 
stapler from brown, yellow, orange and green colored construction 
paper. Trail Guides and parents should be operating the staplers. It 
is suggested that the feathers are pre-cut for the Foxes and Hawks 
to save time if necessary, but Mt. Lions might be able to cut their 
own feathers in a timely fashion. Option: You could also have some 
boys be Pilgrims with black headbands and Pilgrim-shaped hats.  

ix. Wear your headbands and have a Turkey Hunt nerf shoot! Be sure to 
bring enough guns for boys to be able to all participate (ask parents 
to bring along for this meeting). Half of the boys could be turkeys, 
half be hunters/Pilgrims and then switch.  Allow them to use chairs 
or other obstacles to hide from their prey. Another round you could 
let all of boys be hunters and the Troopmaster and/or a few Trail 
Guides take turns being the turkey or have multiple turkeys 

6. What were the original 13 colonies? 

a. Goal:  To understand there were 13 
colonies or separate states that desired 
to be their own separate governments, 
not to memorize all 13 colonies 

b. Lesson:  Exposure to the names of the 
13 colonies 

c. Examples: 

i. After the Pilgrims came in 1620, 
colonies started forming all 
along the Eastern coast of North 
American. The first 13 colonies to 
form were still part of the British 
Empire. They included: New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, New York, Rhode 
Island, Pennsylvania, Maryland, 
Virginia, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia, Delaware, and 
New Jersey.   

d. Example activities:  

i. Choose a Colonial game to learn 
and play, such as marbles, jacks, jump rope, hop scotch, hoop rolling 
(not hula hopping), or another game from the Colonial time period. 
Remind the Trailmen that children during that period did not have 
video games. The rule for most sports that we know today did not 
exist. Books were very expensive and not easily bought. They had to 
take initiative to amuse themselves.  

Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities. 

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region. 

Image 1  Map of 13 Colonies 

Thoe 13 IICOIOI\IM 
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 Some activities are listed above in the Helps section above. 

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas. 

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol. 

 A couple of ideas are given in the Helps section above. 

Scripture 

Psalm 23, A psalm of David 

 All levels, say Psalm 23 as a prayer.  

 Fox  God will always guide us, protect us, and watch over us.  

 Hawk  God will always guide us, protect us, watch over us and give us what we need 

(not necessarily what we want).  

 Mt. Lions  Make an effort to memorize some or all of Psalm 23.  

Matthew 6:25-34  

 Fox  There are times when we worry about food and clothes, but we must remember 
will always provide what we need. 

 Hawk  Sometimes we worry about our food and clothes and things that we think we 
need. Usually, these are things that we want. God has promised to provide for 
everything that we need, not necessarily everything we want. Praise Him for being our 
Provider! 

 Mt. Lion  Sometimes we worry about our food and clothes and things that we think we 
need. Usually, these are things that we want. God has promised to provide for 
everything that we need, not necessarily everything we want. Praise Him for being our 

about our food and clothing?  

Ezra 3:11 

Matthew 28:20 

 

Provider! What do you think that we can seek after God's kingdom instead of worrying 
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Figure 2 Example of Native American structures and houses 

 

Figure 3 Simple Dug out canoe, Photo by Edward S. Curtis December 8, 1910. 
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Figure 4 Wampanoag Wigwam dwelling 

 

Figure 5 

 

Websites 

http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/history/first-thanksgiving/  

back of 
head 

tr.-de 
silver 

WESTERN 
D£LAWARE 
1900 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5SH8SaDjbM Video Reading of the book, The 

 by Anna McGovern (11:00 minutes) 

Image Credits 

1 http://waldvogelglobal.blogspot.com/2012/09/please-know-this-map.html  

2 https://www.goblueridgetravel.com/native-american-home-etiquette-the-gathering/ 

3http://lewisandclark.today/today.php?theDate=18060521   

4 http://www.wampanoagtribe.net/Pages/Wampanoag_Pics/homepage01.jpg  

5 http://www.nativetech.org/clothing/regions/region1.html  

Copyright © 2017 by Trail Life USA. All rights reserved.  

 

Pilgrim's First Thanksgiving 
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v.JOODLANos 

Early America 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Nerf Balls 

Nerf Guns 

Anything you need for the colonial game 

Map of America 

13 Colonies, printed and cut out 

None 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Turkey Hunt 
Divide group into two Patrols-Pilgrims and Turkeys. Set 
boundaries. Ask Turkeys to squat and act like turkeys. 
Pilgrims each get three shots to try and hit a Turkey. Once 
every Pilgrim has had a turn, the teams switch. 

Obstacle Course 
Gather obstacles! Obstacles can include anything from 
furniture to toys to sports equipment. 

Indoor course ideas: 

Kangaroo jump: Hop forward with feet together 
five times. 
Crawl through a tunnel: You can create a tunnel 
by placing a sheet over some chairs placed 
across from each other. 
Climb over an object. 
Use a large cooking spoon to transfer three to 
five blocks (or other small toys) one at a time 
into a bucket or container placed several feel 
away. 
Do five jumping jacks. 
Side-step five times. 
Toss three to five balls into a bucket or basket 
several feet away. 
Walk the tightrope: Place a jump rope or tape on 
the floor and have boys walk across it, heel to 
toe. 
Kangaroo jump five more times to the finish line. 

Outdoor course (with playground) ideas: 

Kangaroo jump five t imes. 
Go up the ladder and down the slide. 
Swing on the swing as you count to ten. 
Jump over a set of sticks or branches. 
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Use a cooking spoon to transfer rocks to a 
bucket. 
Jump up and down five times. 
Toss balls into a container. 
"Walk the tightrope." 
Run back to the starting line. 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

First Thanksgiving 
Talk briefly about the first Thanksgiving Day when the 
Pilgrims showed their appreciation to God and to the 
Indians who helped them get through the first difficult 
years they spent in America. Mention that November 
was the harvest month for the crops that they grew and 
that they were excited to have food that would last 
them throughout the coming winter. 

The First Americans 
The first Americans were Native Americans. They 
were the first people to live in America and 
develop a culture. Learn about why we sometimes 
call Native Americans "Indians." Also, learn about 
the Pilgrims coming to America and the Indian's 
role in the first Thanksgiving. 

The Progress of the Pilgrims 
Listen to the story of the Mayflower's journey to the 
new world, and learn about the Pilgrims' first winter in 
America. What challenges did they face? Who helped 
them survive? Why did the Pilgrims host a celebration 
called Thanksgiving? Resources may be found on many 
websites or in the book The First Thanksgiving, by Anna 
McGovern (available in most libraries). 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Colonial Game 
Choose a Colonial game to learn and play, such as 
marbles, jacks, jump rope, hop scotch, hoop rolling (not 
hula hooping), or another game from the Colonial time 
period. Remind the Trailmen that children during that 
period did not have video games. The rules for most 
sports that we know today did not exist. Books were 
very expensive and not easily bought. 

13 Colonies 
Cut out the shapes of the 13 original Colonies and have 
the boys place them on a map of modern day America. 
Let them see how much bigger the U.S. is now! 

First Thanksgiving Skit 
Allow the Trailmen time to write a short skit or song 
about the first Thanksgiving. When they have created 
their skit or song, have them perform it in front of the 
Foxes and/or Hawks to help teach them about the first 
Thanksgiving. 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Depending on God 
Talk to the boys about the need to depend on God 
during difficult situations. The Pilgrims had to depend on 
God for everything from food to protection from things 
that would harm them. Where are other accounts of 
times in which God's people had to depend on him? 

Reflect on the account of the Exodus. How did God 
provide for his people? For their water? For their food? 
Even for their clothes and shoes? 

Pray with the Trailmen. 

The Lord's Prayer 
At an opportune time within the Trail Guide's discretion, 
the following faith components may be discussed with 
the Trailmen. Please remember to end every meeting 
with prayer. 

Early American churches had many recitations that were 
part of their service. One of those is known as The 
Lord's Prayer. Jesus himself spoke it. That prayer is 
recorded in Matthew 6:9-13. Have the boys recite it with 
you if they know it. 

Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed be 
Thy name; Thy Kingdom come; Thy will be 
done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us 
this day our daily bread; and forgive us our 
trespasses as we forgive those who 
trespass against us; and lead us not into 
temptation, but deliver us from evil. Amen. 
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Never Alone 
Have you ever been somewhere unfamiliar to you? Have 
you ever been lost? How did it make you feel being lost? 
Do we know what will happen in the future? Does it help 
knowing that God knows your future? Read a Bible verse 
about God's providence for us and how he does not 
leave us (Psalm 23, Matthew 28:20, Job 38). 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Native Americans 
With your family, read and discuss a picture book about 
the Native Americans. Make sure that you look at the 
pictures and discuss foods, homes, and other things that 
you see in them. How do they differ from what we have 
today? 

Family Service Project 
Decide on a service project your family can participate in 
together. Maybe you can help at your local food drive or 
donate to food baskets at a local charitable 
organization. 

Then vs. Now: Thanksgiving 
Talk with your family about why Thanksgiving is so 
important. Why do we still celebrate it today? Discuss 
haw what you do on Thanksgiving is different from what 
the Pilgrims would have done on the first Thanksgiving. 
Would they have eaten the same foods, or watched 
football like we do today? 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the Early America Step on the Heritage Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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Heritage Branch  Elective Step 7 

 

 

 

Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the various symbols and imagery 

associated with the United States. Upon completion of this step Trailmen should be exposed 

to the importance, meaning, and history of these symbols and where they appear in our 

everyday lives. 

1. What are some of our national symbols? 

2. Where are symbols found on US currency? 

3. Who are on the one & five dollar bills? 

4. Who are on the penny and quarter? 

5. In God We Trust  mean and why is it on our money? 

6. What does our national animal/bird symbolize? 

7. What are the different parts of the National Seal? 

 

 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

   

v,JOODlANos 

0 

The 'National Symbols' 

What does 11 II 

TRAIL un: USA 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Identify a couple national symbols by image. 

2. Become familiar with who are on the penny, 
quarter, one and five dollar bills.  

3. Know the phrase on all US currency. 

  

 
  

1. Explain the purpose of symbols. 

2. Identify several national symbols by image. 

3. Know who are on the penny, quarter, one and 
five dollar bills. 

4. Know the phrase on all US currency. 

5. Know our national animal/bird. 

  

 

1. Explain the purpose of symbols. 

2. Identify several national symbols by name and 

image. 

3. Know who are on the penny, quarter, one and 

five dollar bills. 

4. Know the phrase on all US currency. 

5. . 

6. Know our national animal/bird. 

 

  

Tell why we put "In God We Trust" on currency 

TRAll. UFE USA 
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Helps 

7. What are some of our national symbols? 

a. Goal: Give some examples of national symbols.  

b. Lesson: The USA has several national symbols such as the flag, great seal, 
national bird, national anthem, motto, flower, and tree. Symbols help to 
remind us of things and their purpose.  

c. Examples: Show boys images in color if possible.  

i. Ask, Does anyone know some American symbols?   
 

 
US Flag (Image 1) 

 
Great Seal (Image 2) 

 
National bird: Bald Eagle (Image 3) 

 
National Mammal: Bison (Image 4) 

 
National Flower: Rose (Image 5)  

National Tree: Oak Tree (Image 6) 

National Anthem: The Star Spangled Banner 
one  

  

II II 

Motto: E pluribus unum "out of many, 
II 
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ii. Other common symbols and landmarks (easily recognizable as the 
USA, images in back):  

1. Statue of Liberty 

2. Liberty Bell 

3. Washington D.C.  White House, Washington Monument, Lincoln 

Memorial 

4. Mount Rushmore  

iii. Symbols help remind us of values and messages that shape our 
culture and heritage. Symbols are selected for focusing the mind 
toward meaningful things. The Early Church and the Church today 
uses symbols to remind of us of the things of God. Think and discuss 
things in your church or in your home that help to point you to 
Christ and remind you of Him in your daily lives. Even God instructed 
Moses and David/Solomon very carefully in the selection and 
construction of the items in the Tabernacle and His Temple. God 
knows that when we see images our minds are reminded of other 
things. These things were chosen with meaning and purpose, much 
like the national symbols. (Reference Exodus 25-30 and 1 Chronicles 
28:19) 

8. Where are symbols found on US currency? 

a. Goal: To explore the symbols found on US currency.  

b. Lesson: Careful attention was taken in the design of US currency.  

c. Examples: 

i. Have real dollar bills or currency for boys to inspect to be passed 
around the room. If needed, be sure to point out what integrity is to 
make sure that the Trail Guide leaves with all the money he brought. 
If possible, have various kinds of bills and coins available. Inspect the 
money together and have Trailmen call out symbols they see.  

ii. Symbols are all over dollar bills and US currency:  
1. Great Seal on the back (explained below) 

2. George Washington (strength, bravery, Founding Father) 

3. All-seeing eye in the pyramid to remind us of divine providence (that 

God is watching out for us and protecting us according to His will 

and plan).  

4. Latin phrase above pyramid, annuity coeptis, our 

undertaking.  

5. US Treasury Seal   

d. Examples Activities: 

i. Peel the wrapper off several crayons. Give each Trailmen a crayon, 
blank white sheet of paper and several different coins. Have 
Trailmen place the coin under the paper and rub the design of each 
coin on the paper using the side of the crayon. Try to make sure to 
get all symbols on the coin. Give the boys a bunch of coins, after 
rubbing it on the impression on the paper, pick up the coins into a 
pile. Have Trailmen match coins to the impression that was colored 

"God has favored 
II 
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(front of paper). Colored pencils also work really well for this. 
http://www.kidsplaybox.com/art-math-activities-coin-rubbings/  

9. Who are on the one & five dollar bills?  

a. Goal: Inspect one and five dollar bills.  

b. Lesson: George Washington is on the 
dollar bill and Abraham Lincoln is on the 
five dollar bill.  

c. Examples: 

i. 
on the $1. See image in Resources 
section. Today he is a symbol of 
unity and trust for our country. 
He was our first President and 
extremely influential in the 
formation of our country and the 
structure of our government.  

ii. Abraham Lincoln is considered by 
many to be the greatest president 
in US history because of his 
influence during the Civil War and abolishing slavery. It is well 
deserved that he is represented on US currency.   

10. Who are on the penny and quarter? 

a. Goal: Inspect pennies and quarters 

b. Lesson: George Washington is on the quarter and Abraham Lincoln is on 
the penny.  

c. Examples:  

i. Lincoln was the first president to be 
featured on US money, 100 years after his 
birthday in 1909.  

ii. Washington first appeared on the quarter 
in 1932, 200 years after his birthday.  

11.  mean and why is it on our 

money? 

a. Goal: To see that many people desire God to be 
first in our country.  

b. Lesson
so that we would be reminded we 
cannot serve two masters, both 
God and money. Instead we put 
our trust in God.  

c. Examples:  

i. 
adopted as national 
motto in 1956. It was 
given to replace or offer 

Image 8 

Image 9 

Image 10 

Image 7 George Washington wasn't always 

What does "In God We Trust" 

___ : "In God We Trust" was put on our money 

"In God We Trust" was 

TRAll. UFE USA 
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alternative to E pluribus unum, 
was adopted in 1782.  

ii. It came out of the US National Anthem by Francis Scott Key, The 
Star Spangled Banner, fourth stanza. It then appeared on our coins 
in 1864 and paper money since 1957, when it became law to put the 
motto on US currency.  

iii. n 2006, despite 
many who feel like it should be removed from our currency because 
they feel it violates religious freedom.  

iv. This motto seeks to remind Christians that our nation was founded 
on Christian principles, acknowledging God in all that we do. We have 
religious freedom in America, but only because God has given us this 
liberty. But it also reminds us to put our trust in God, not in money 
(see Matthew 6:24). Sometimes people think that if they have money 

 security. You cannot 
buy eternity! 

d. Example Activities: 

i. Find all the different places on different money types where the 
motto is written. Inspect all type of coins and paper bills.  

12. What does our national animal/bird symbolize? 

a. Goal: Learn about national animal and bird symbolism 

b. Lesson
animal and bird. 

c. Examples: 

i.  It is said the eagle was used as a national emblem because, at one 
of the first battles of the Revolution (which occurred early in the 
morning) the noise of the struggle awoke the sleeping eagles on the 
heights and they flew from their nests and circled about over the 
heads of the fighting men, all the while giving vent to their raucous 
cries. "They are shrieking for Freedom," said the patriots. Thus the 
eagle, full of the boundless spirit of freedom, living above the valleys, 
strong and powerful in his might, has become the national emblem of 
a country that offers freedom in word and thought and an 
opportunity for a full and free expansion into the boundless space of 
the future. Maude M. Grant 

ii. Watch this amusing Sesame Street video of how the National Bird 
came to be (5:18 runtime): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KC3Wjt1noQw  

13. What are the different parts of the National Seal? 

a. Goal
and meaning.  

b. Lesson: Careful thought was given to the US Great Seal, with each piece 
having a special meaning or purpose. 

which means "out of many, one" that 

The Senate reaffirmed this as our country's motto i 

they don't need God. However, money is a false 

___ : The Bald Eagle symbolizes freedom and strength as our nation's 

__ : To see that our National Seal or "Great Seal" has designed purpose 

TRAll. UFE USA 
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c. Examples:  

i. (Front) Constellation of Stars: symbolizes a 
new nation made of 13 colonies. 

ii. Bald Eagle: stands for courage, strength, 
alertness and nobility; wing tips up signifies 
protections. 

iii. Shield: represents the nation as a whole
stripes symbolize the states, under the blue 
bar which is Congress. 

iv. Olive Branch: stands for peace and harmony. 

v. E Pluribus Unum: Latin 

formed the USA. 

vi. Number 13: denotes the 13 original states, 
number of stars, stripes and arrows. 

vii. Arrows: ancient symbol of readiness in 
battle, with olive branch denotes peace and 
war.  

viii. Red, white and blue: colors of the American 
Flag. White for purity and innocence, red for 
hardiness and valor and blue for vigilance, 
perseverance and justice.  

ix. (Back) Eye of Providence: appears on 
highest point of pyramid, with rays of glory 
surrounding it.  

x. 13 step Pyramid signifies strength and 
duration (13 colonies). 

xi. Motto: Annuit Cceptis, providence favors our 
undertakings.  

xii. Motto: Novus Ordo Seclorum, 
refers to the beginning of the New America.  

xiii. Roman numerals date is MDCCLXXVI, 1776, year of the Declaration 
of the United States.  

d. Examples Activities: 

i. Inspect images of the National/Great Seal. Be sure to have the boys 
looking them over as you explain the different parts.  

ii. Have them guess what they think the parts means before giving 
them the answers. 

iii. Coloring sheet with labeled Great Seal: 
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/crafts/books/julyfourth/Greats
eal.shtml  

iv. Coloring sheet of unlabeled Great Seal front: 
http://www.patrioticcoloringpages.com/patriotic-symbols/003-seal-
of-united-states.html 

v. Learn more about Roman Numerals (Mt. Lions). Give several 
examples they need to decipher.  

Image 11 The Great Seal 

for "out of many, 
one" and means that individuals and colonies 

means" 
II 

means "a new order of the ages," 
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Image 12 Current $1 bill labeled 

Image 13 Statue of Liberty Image 14 Liberty Bell 

Image 15 Washington Monument 
Image 16 White House 

Note Number 
Position 

Treasurer ot the 
United States 

Signature 

Federal Reserve Seal Serial Number 

Federal Reserve 
District Number 

Series Date 

Plate Serial 
Number 

Secretary of the 
Treasury 
Signature 

The Gre~ Seal 
(obverse) 

Plate Serial 
Number 

TRAll. UFE USA 
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Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities. 

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region. 

 Several ideas are listed below. 

o 

http://www.primarythemepark.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Dont-Break-

the-Bank-Money-Game.pdf. Follow instructions on the paper. You will need a 

pencil, paper clip and game sheet for each boy.  

o Print off an appropriate money counting / labeling worksheet for your Trailmen 

(page 1 for Foxes, page 2 for Hawks, page 3 for Mt. Lion). You could give one 

page for each boy or pair them up, have them race to be first. Give a prize for 

the winner(s): 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2BuPH0Vmd_STG9qQ3hnQ0dkaU0/edit  

o Freebie sheets on national symbols. 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/American-Symbols-

1086507  

o National symbols matching game: http://filefolderfun.com/wp-

content/uploads/Subscriber/FirstGrade/USSymbols.pdf  

o For Hawks or Mt. Lions, National symbols emergent reader book: 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/American-Symbols-Emergent-

Reader-1853636  

o Pair up Trailmen. Give them a quarter/coin, sheet of paper and pencil. Have the 

boys do an experiment to flip the coin repeatedly and record how many times it 

will be heads or tails. Have them guess which they think will win: heads or tails. 

ee, four, five shuts the 

of heads and tails.  

o 17 activities for kids to do with money: https://selfsufficientkids.com/17-fun-

money-activities-for-kids/  

o Make a collaborative Patrol display project on the National symbols with this 

PDF freebie: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/American-

Symbols-FREEBIE-US-Symbol-Quilt-or-Class-Book-Printable-1126978 

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas. 

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol. 

 Use this idea below: 

o The Persevering Penny  (two buckets, a bunch of pennies) Form the Trailmen 
into two even teams. Place two buckets at one end of the playing field and have 
the two teams stand on the other end. The object of the game is to walk to the 

Print off copies of "Don't Break the Bank" game here: 

Teach them how tally marks are recorded: "One, two, thr 

door." Compare each other's results. Trailmen should see about a 50/50 ratio 
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bucket with a penny on your foot. When you get to the bucket, you have to 
drop the penny in, without using your hands. When you get back to the starting 
line, the next person in line goes. The team with the most pennies in their 
bucket after several minutes is the winner.  

Scripture 

Scriptures encourage us to put our trust in the Lord, not in man or money.  

Psalm 118:8 

Psalm 40:3 

Proverbs 29:25 

Matthew 6:24 

 

God instructs us to select items for His tabernacle and temple carefully, with great purpose 
and meaning.  

Exodus 25: 8-9 

1 Chronicles 28:19 

 

Our US leaders could have let someone scribble a design for their money and called it good. 
Instead, there was great consideration to each piece and designed for a purpose just like 
you!  

Psalm 139:13-16 

Websites 

https://diplomacy.state.gov/documents/organization/101564.pdf Excellent document on 

description, history, images of US Great Seal 

https://statesymbolsusa.org/us/symbols/national  

https://www.thebalance.com/the-u-s-dollar-3305729  

http://www.rd.com/culture/dollar-bill-symbols/ Great up-close pictures of symbols on dollar 

bill 

Image Credits 

1 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_the_United_States#/media/File:Flag_of_the_United_States.

svg 

2 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_the_United_States#/media/File:Great_Seal_of_the_United_

States_(obverse).svg, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_the_United_States#/media/File:Great_Seal_of_the_United_

States_(reverse).svg 

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_the_United_States#/media/File:Bald_Eagle_Portrait.jpg 

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cropped_Small_Red_Rose.JPG  
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5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_the_United_States#/media/File:American_bison_k5680-

1.jpg 

6 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_symbols_of_the_United_States#/media/File:Eiche_bei_Sch%C3%B6nde

rling,_2.jpg  

7 http://currencyguide.eu/usd-en/1usd-en.html  

8 http://currencyguide.eu/usd-en/5usd-en.html  

9 https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quarter_(U.S._coin)#/media/File:2014_ATB_Quarter_Obv.png  

10 http://www.usacoinbook.com/coins/small-cents/lincoln-memorial-cent/  

11 See #2. 

12 http://www.onedollarbill.org/decoding.html  

13 https://www.libertyellisfoundation.org/statue-facts  

14 https://www.nps.gov/inde/photosmultimedia-soundofthelibertybell.htm  

15 http://travelercorner.com/washington-monument-historic-landmark-washington/  

16 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:White_House_Washington.JPG  
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v.JOODLANos 

National Symbols 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Pennies 

Pictures of national symbols 

Assorted change and cash 

Bucket 

Paper 

Crayons 

Pictures of national symbols 

Pennies 

Bucket 

Money 

Coloring sheets from 
http://www.raisingourkids.com/coloring
pages/patriotic/patriotic-symbols/ 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

The Persevering Penny 
Form the Trailmen into two even teams. Place the two 
buckets at one end of the playing field (or room or 
hallway) and have the two teams stand on the other end. 
The object of the game is to walk to the bucket with a 
penny on your foot. When you get to the bucket you 
have to drop the penny in, without using your hands. 
When you get back to the starting line, the next person 
in line goes. The team with the most pennies in their 
bucket after two minutes is the winner. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

What are National Symbols? 
America has many national symbols. You might have 
known that America has a National Bird, the Bald Eagle, 
but did you know that we also have a national mammal, 
flower, and tree? National symbols also include famous 
landmarks, like the Lincoln Memorial, which is on the 
back of a $5 bill, and the Statue of Liberty! When you see 
many of our national symbols, you think of what a great 
country America is! Trail Guides, show the Trailmen some 
pictures of national symbols so they can recognize them. 

Recognize Symbols 
Symbols are very important to America. They remind us 
of different ideas, places, and people that helped shape 
our country. Take a look at some pictures of national 
symbols. You may realize that you know more symbols 
than you think you do! The American Flag, Statue of 
Liberty, the Lincoln Memorial, and even the Bald Eagle 
are all national symbols! 

Think about America 
Symbols are chosen to make you think about a certain 
thing. What do you think about when you see an 
American flag? The red, white, and blue on the flag make 
most people think of this great country that you call 
home. There are many other national symbols that make 
people think about America. The symbols were chosen 
to represent certain parts of what makes America great. 
Some symbols were chosen to honor ideas, people, and 
places that helped form this country. Look at some 
pictures of national symbols. Do you recognize any 
more? 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Money, Money, Money! 
Trail Guides, try to bring multiple pennies and quarters, 
and a few one and five dollar bills. Let the boys have 
time to look at the faces that are on each of them. Tell 
them who each person is. Now have them look at the 
back of the bills and coins. See if anyone can identify any 
of the landmarks! If not, tell them the name of the 
landmark and where it is found. 
Give everyone a crayon and a piece of paper. Have the 
boys remove the paper from the crayons and make a 
rubbing of the coins! 

In God We Trust 
Trail Guides, try to bring at least one of each coin and bill 
(or a fake bill). Have the boys look at the money and try 
to find the phrase "In God We Trust" on all of them. Ask 
them why they think this phrase is on all the currency. 
Also talk about who is on the front of the money. 
Identify National symbols on the money and discuss why 
they are there. 

Or 

Great Seal 
Print out a coloring page of the Great Seal and let the 
Trailmen color it. Ask them to guess what the different 
parts are and what they mean before they color them in. 
Let them know what each part means. Make sure you 
talk about how the bald eagle is the national bird and 
what is symbolizes. There are some printable coloring 
sheets at this website: 
http://www.raisingourkids.com/coloring
pages/patriotic/patriotic-symbols/ 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

In God We Trust 
Check out those coins again! Can anyone find the saying 
that is on all the coins? The saying is "In God We Trust." 
Trusting God is so important that we say it on all of our 
money, so everyone can see it every day! We need to 
trust God too. Pray that the Trailmen will trust in God, 
just like it says on our money. 

God vs. Money 
Look up Matthew 6:24. Discuss why you cannot serve 
God and money. God is so much more important than 
money, but, sometimes, we think money and things are 
more important. Look at a coin. On it is written "In God 
We Trust." This is there as a constant reminder that we 
must trust in God and not money. 

Pray with the Trailmen, focusing on trusting in God more 
than trusting in money. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Point It Out! 
Discuss nation symbols with your family. Try to identify 
some when you see them, like the American Flag! 

Money 
Talk about trusting God with your family. It is important 
to trust in God more than money. Talk with your family 
about good spending habits and how to honor God with 
your money. 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the National Symbols Step on the Heritage 
Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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vJOODLANos 
Armed Forces 

Heritage - Elective 8 

Purpose 

The purpose of 'Armed Forces' is to provide a basic knowledge of the five branches of 

the United States military. Upon completion of this objective Trailmen should 

understand the differences, importance, and role of one of the branches of the United 
States military. 

I. What are the branches of the US military? 

2. What are each of the branches responsible for? 

3. What do the uniforms of each branch look like? 

4. What are some similarities or differences between your Trail Life uniform and 

military uniforms? 

5. Why is it important for soldiers to stay healthy? 

6. What are some marching commands? 

7. Who is a veteran that you may know? 

Notes to the Trail Guide 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

I. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Objective. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Objectives. 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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Skill Progression 

I. 

2. 

3. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

I. 

2. 

Know the Military Branches 

Identify parts of the Trail Life uniform 

Know how to stand in formation 

Learn what each branch is responsible for 

Recognize some rank emblems 

Learn some basic marching commands 

What are some special teams that a branch 
uses (Navy Seals, Special Forces, etc.) 

How to recognize and respond to those with 
higher positions 
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Helps 

I. What are the branches of the US military? 

a. Goal: To understand there are different branches of the military. 

b. Lesson: Learn what the branches are called. 

c. Examples: 

i. Army 

ii. Marine Corp. 

iii. Navy 
iv. Air Force 

v. Coast Guard 

2. What are each of the branches responsible for? 

a. Goal: To understand that each branch has a responsibility and specialized skills. 

b. Lesson: Learn more about the responsibilities of one of the branches of the 
military. 

c. Examples 

i. Army: Ground based warfare. 

ii. Marine Corp.: Amphibious and expeditionary warfare. 

iii. Navy: Naval warfare, power projection, nuclear deterrence, and sealift. 

iv. Air Force: Control of air, space, and cyberspace. 

v. Coast Guard: Coastal defense, maritime law enforcement, search and 

rescue. 
3. What do the uniforms of each branch look like? 

a. Goal: To understand that each branch has unique uniforms that serve a 

purpose and help with identification. 
b. Lesson: Learn a little bit about one of the uniforms. 

c. Examples: 

i. See some photos below. 

ii. Dress uniforms are typically called Class 'A'. 
iii. Activity uniforms are typically called Class 'B'. 

4. What are some similarities or differences between your Trail Life uniform and military 

uniforms? 

a. Goal: To understand that the uniform a Trallman wears Is not that much 

different from the military. 

b. Lesson: Learn something about the Trail Life uniform that is special and 
important. 

c. Examples: 

i. Patches 
II. Ribbons/ Awards 

iii. Shoulder Loops/Epaulets 

iv. Rank 
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v. Headgear /hat 

5. Why is it important for soldiers to stay healthy? 

a. Goal: To understand that a soldier's health whether physical or mental is one of 

their most important tools. 
b. Lesson: Learn why it is important to stay fit and how the military stays fit. 

c. Examples: 

i. PT stands for Physical Training. 
ii. Exercise keeps the body strong, ready, and healthy. 

iii. Exercise also helps with mental focus and builds confidence. 

iv. Soldiers often workout in teams/patrols which helps build team unity. 

6. What are some marching commands? 
a. Goal: To understand how military units move around on foot and why 

communication, cooperation, and trust are important. 

b. Lesson: Learn some basic formation and marching commands. 
c. Examples: 

i. Fall in 

ii. Attention 
iii. At Ease 

iv. Mark Time 

v. Left Face 
vi. Right Face 

vii. About Face 

viii. Forward March 

7. Who is a veteran that you may know? 
a. Goal: To understand that veterans are all around us and can be of any age or 

gender. 

b. Lesson: Learn more about a veteran. 
c. Examples: 

i. Have some general discussion about a veteran who is either a family 

member, friend, church member, etc. 
ii. What branch did they serve in? 

iii. Were they a career soldier or only serve for a short time? 

iv. Were they stationed in a conflict area? 
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Scripture Ideas 

Joshua 1:9 

Fox - God is with us, always. 

Hawk - God is our source of strength and with Him we can do what He calls us to do. 

Mt Lion - Serving God can be looked on as different to others. Be strong and brave for 

He is with you. 

John 15:13 

Fox - Serving others shows great love and caring. 

Hawk - There are many ways to serve others, some serve even when there is risk of 

them losing their life. 

Mt Lion - Soldiers, Law Enforcement, Firefighters, and other professions serve with 
great risk to their lives. We must respect and honor them. 

Activity Ideas 

See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities 

Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region 

Practice formations and marching drills 

Practice saluting 

Game Ideas 

Check the games section online for game ideas 

Or, create a game that works for your patrol 

Have an obstacle course race using safe and available items 

Have a Physical Exercise competition using easy exercises 
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Figure 1 - Army Emblem 

 

 

Figure 2 - Marine Corp. Emblem 

 

 

Figure 3 - Navy Emblem 

Pictures 
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Figure 4 - Air Force Emblem 

 

 

Figure 5 - Coast Guard Emblem 
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Figure 6 - Marine Corp. Dress Uniform 

 

 

Figure 7 - ASU (Army Service Uniform) 
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Marching Basics 

When performing marching drill, both the preparatory command and the command of 

execution are given as the foot in the direction of the turn strikes the ground. For 

single formations, the preparatory command is normally given as the heel of the left 
(or right) foot strikes the ground, and the command of execution is given when the 

heel of the left (right) foot next strikes the ground. 

Remember: When executed from a halt, all steps and marching begin with the left foot. 

Forward March 

To march forward from a halt, the command of execution is 11Forward, March. 11 On the 
command 11March,11 you smartly step off straight ahead with your left foot, taking a 30-
inch step (measured from heel to heel), and place the heel on the ground first. When 

stepping off and while marching, you will use a coordinated arm swing - that is, right 

arm forward with the left leg and left arm forward with the right leg. The hands are 
cupped with the thumbs pointed down, and the arms hang straight, but not stiff, and 

swing naturally. The swing of the arms measures 9 inches to the front (measured from 

the rear of the hand to the front of the thigh) and 6 inches to the rear (measured from 
the front of the hand to the back of the thigh). 

To halt from marching, the command is 11 Halt,11 given as either foot strikes the ground. 

On the command 11Halt,11 you will take one more 30-inch step. Next, the trailing foot is 

brought smartly alongside your front foot. The heels are together, on line, and form a 
45-degree angle. Coordinated arm swing ceases as the weight of the body shifts to the 

leading foot when halting. 

Mark time 

Mark time is basically marching in place (without moving forward). The command is 
11Mark time, March.11 When marching, the command of execution, 11March11 is given as 
either foot strikes the ground. You take one more 30-inch step with the right (or left) 

foot. You then bring your trailing foot to a position so that both heels are on line. The 

cadence is continued by alternately raising and lowering each foot. The balls of the 

feet are raised 2 Inches above the ground. Normal arm swing is maintained. 

At a halt, on the command of execution 11March," you raise and lower first the left foot 

and then the right. The halt executed from mark time is similar to the halt from 

forward march. 

To resume marching, the command 11Forward, March" is given as the heel of the left 
foot strikes the ground. You then take one more step in place and then step off in a 

full 30-inch step with the left foot. 
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Half step 

The command 11Half step, March11 is given as either foot strikes the ground. On the 

command 11March, 11 you take one more 30-inch step followed by a IS-inch step 

(measured from heel to heel) in quick time (double normal marching speed), setting 

your heel down first without scraping the ground. Make sure that you maintain a 

coordinated arm swing and continue the half step until marched forward or halted. 

Column right (left), March 

This movement can be rather confusing to read about, but trust me - with a few 

minutes of practice with your drill instructor, you'll be turning as a group in no time. 

To keep confusion to a minimum, I describe the movement to the right. Turning the left 
is the same Uust exactly opposite). 

On the command "Column right, March," the fourth element leader (the person in front 

of the far-right line of troops) takes one more 30-inch step, pivots 90 degrees to the 

right on the ball of the left foot, and suspends arm-swing during the pivot. Following 
the pivot, step off in a 30-inch step and resume coordinated arm-swing. Beginning 

with the second step after the pivot, take up the half step. Each succeeding member of 

the fourth element marches to the approximate pivot point established by the person 

in front of her and performs the same procedures as the element leader (lead person). 

The third element leader (the person to the immediate left of the fourth element 

leader) takes one 30-inch step (maintaining coordinated arm swing throughout), pivots 

45 degrees to the right on the ball of the left foot, and takes two 30-inch steps prior 

to pivoting 45 degrees to the right on the ball of the left foot. Continue marching in 

30-inch steps until even with the fourth element leader. Then begin half-stepping and 

establish interval and dress (alignment). Each succeeding member of the third element 

marches to the approximate pivot point established by the person in front of her and 
performs the same procedures as the element leader. 

The second person (the person to the immediate left of the third element leader) takes 

one more 30-inch step (maintaining coordinated arm swing throughout), pivots 45 

degrees to the right on the ball of the left foot, and takes four 30-inch steps prior to 
pivoting 45 degrees to the right on the ball of the left foot. Continue marching in 30-

inch steps until even with the person who marches on the right. Then begin half

stepping and establish interval and dress. Each succeeding member of the second 
element marches to the approximate pivot point established by the person in front of 

her and performs the same procedures as the element leader. 

The first element leader (the person in front of the far-left line of troops) takes one 

more 30-inch step (maintaining coordinated arm swing throughout), pivots 45 degrees 
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to the right on the ball of the left foot, and takes six 30-inch steps prior to pivoting 45 
degrees to the right on the ball of the left foot. Continue marching in 30-inch steps 

until even with the person who marches on the right. Then begin half-stepping and 

establish interval and dress. Each succeeding member of the first element marches to 
the approximate point established by the person in front of him or her and performs 

the same procedures as the element leader. 

Once the entire formation has changed direction and dress, cover, interval, and 

distance are reestablished, "Forward, march" is given. On the command "March,'1 take 
one more I2-lnch step with the right foot and then step off with a full 30-lnch step 

with the left foot. When performing column left, the responsibility of dress reverts to 

the left flank on the preparatory command "Column left." 

To the rear, March 

The command 11To the rear, March" is given as the heel of the right foot strikes the 

ground. On the command of execution "March,11 you take a I2-lnch step with the left 
foot, placing it in front of and in line with the right foot and distributing the weight of 

the body on the balls of both feet. Then pivot on the balls of both feet, turning 180 
degrees to the right, and take a 12-inch step with the left foot in the new direction, 
with coordinated arm swing, before taking a full 30-inch step with the right foot. While 

pivoting, do not force the body up or lean forward. The pivot takes a full count, and the 

arm swing is suspended to the sides as the weight of the body comes forward while 
executing the pivot, as if at the position of attention. 

Change step 

The command is "Change step, March." On the command "March,11 given as the right 
foot strikes the ground, you take one more 30- inch step with the left foot. Then in one 

count, place the ball of the right foot alongside the heel of the left foot, suspend arm 

swing, and shift the weight of the body to the right foot. Step off with the left foot in a 
30-inch step, resuming coordinated arm swing. The upper portion of the body remains 

at the position of attention throughout. 

Tip: Sometimes, when marching, you'll notice you're out-of-step with everyone else. A 
simple change step movement of your own will fix that. 

Right (left) step 

The command is "Right (left) step, March,'1 given only from a halt and for moving short 

distances. On the command of execution "March," you raise your right (left) leg from 
the hip just high enough to clear the ground. The leg will be bent naturally, and not 

stiff, throughout the movement. You place the right (left) foot 15 inches, as measured 
from the inside of the heels, to the right (left) of the left (right) foot. Transfer the 
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weight of the body to the right {left) foot and then bring the left (right) foot (without 

scraping the ground) smartly to a position alongside the right {left) foot as in the 

position of attention. The upper portion of the body remains at attention, and arms 

remain at the sides throughout. 

Cadence may be counted during this movement. Counts I and 3 are given as the right 
(left) foot strikes the ground. Counts 2 and 4 are given as the heels come together. 

To halt from the right (left) step, the preparatory command, and command of execution 

are given as the heels come together. The halt from the right (left) step is executed in 

two counts. On the command, 11Halt,11 one more step is taken with the right (left) foot, 
and the left (right) foot is placed smartly alongside the right {left) foot as in the 

position of attention. 

Right {left) flank 

The command is 11Right {left) flank, March,1' given as the heel of the right {left) foot 

strikes the ground. On the command of execution 11March, 11 you take one more 30-inch 

step and pivot 90 degrees on the ball of the lead foot, keeping the upper portion of 

the body at the position of attention. Then step off with the right (left) foot in the new 

direction of march with a full 30-inch step and coordinated arm swing. Arm swing is 

suspended to the sides as the weight of the body comes forward on the pivot foot. The 

pivot and step off are executed in one count. This movement is used for a quick 

movement to the right or left for short distances only. Throughout the movement, 

maintain proper dress, cover, Interval, and distance. 

Photos from www.army.mil and www.defense.gov 
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v.JOODLANos 

A med Forces 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Construction paper 

Sticky-backed foam shapes 

Pencils 

Crayons or markers 

Paper 

Materials to create military-style obstacle 
course (See Fun Activity) 

Paper 

Misc. card making supplies (construction 
paper, markers, crayons, glue, etc.) 

Materials to create military-style obstacle 
course (See Fun Activity) 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Basic Training 
Participate in a series of callisthenic exercises such as 
crunches, pushups, pull ups, leg lifts,jumpingjacks, 
short runs. Keep it fun! This segment should last 20 
minutes or less. 

Army Obstacle Course 
An obstacle course can be a great way to run off some 
energy! There are tons of great ideas for Army-themed 
obstacle courses. For example, have your little soldiers 
walk a mine field (use duct tape to make a line from heel 
to toe; if a boy loses his balance, other players can toss 
water balloons), jump across mud (brown paper or 
towels), or pop a grenade (black balloon). 

Read more at: 
http://www.modernbeautiful.com/blog/2012/12/13/beaut 
iful-and-modern-cupcake-stands-2-2/ 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Military Branches 
Discuss the Five Branches of the military. 
Name the five branches of the United States Armed 
Forces: 

Army 
Navy 
Marines 
Air Force 
Coast Guard 

Learn what they do and how they protect our country. 
Show the Trailmen a picture of the uniform of each 
branch. Try to invite someone in the military or a veteran 
to speak to the Trailmen. 

What Do They Do? 
Discuss and name the five branches of the Unites States 
Armed Forces: 

Army 
Navy 
Marines 
Air Force 
Coast Guard 

Learn what they do and how they protect our country. 
Learn the difference between the branches and what 
they are responsible for. Learn some of the different 
emblems. Talk to someone who has served or is 
currently serving in the United States Military. 

Ask questions such as: 
What branch of the military are you serving 
in/did you serve in? 
What is/was your rank? 
What is/was your job? 
Why did you choose that branch? 
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Branches 
Name the five branches of the United States Armed 
Forces (Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force, and Coast 
Guard). Learn what each one does and how they protect 
our country, individually and as a whole. Invite someone 
who has served or is currently serving in the United 
States military to briefly share his or her experience. 
Perhaps call in a recruiter to share. Find out which 
branch these men and women have served in or are 
serving, their ranks, their jobs, and why they chose their 
branch of the military. 

Learn about some of the special teams that each branch 
uses (Navy Seals, Special Forces, etc.). 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Uniform Parts 
People in the military wear uniforms. Each branch has a 
different uniform. Draw a picture of yourself in your 
Woodlands Trail uniform. Make sure to include ALL the 
pieces. Use foam shapes for badges and patches. 

Marching 
Write a Patrol song as a group. Example: 

"I don't know, but I've been told 
The Hawks I know are really bold! 
We like to climb up to the sun; 
Let's go hike and have some fun" 

Practice marching to your song. Change marching 
leaders often. 

Draw a picture of a hero or what it means to be a hero. 

Cards 
Make thank you cards for veterans. Have them delivered 
to a local veteran's hospital/clinic or mailed to the USO 
for delivery to those serving overseas. 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Thanks for the Military 
Use suggested prayer, or ask a group member to pray. 

Thank You, Lord, for the courage and selfless service of 
our military troops. May all who serve around the world 
turn to You for rest and protection. Keep them safe 
from all hidden dangers and deadly diseases. May they 
not fear the terrors of night or the disaster that strikes 
at midday. Order Your angels to protect them wherever 
they go. Keep their feet from slipping, and hold them 
securely in Your strong right hand until they are safely 
home. (Ps. 91:1-11, 121:3, 139:10) (from 
http://www.navpress.com/images/pdfs/9781576839645 
,_QQ_f ) 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Military Family 
Learn about a family member or family friend who has 
served or is serving in the military. Look at photos or 
memorabilia of that person's service time. 

Volunteer 
Call and visit your local USO office and volunteer as a 
family. You can locate the nearest office at 
http://www.uso.org/US/ 

War Memorial 
Visit a war memorial. Talk about what a memorial is and 
its importance. As a family, briefly pick up trash and 
clean around the memorial. If possible, discover the 
history of the war commemorated by the memorial. 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the Armed Forces Step on the Heritage Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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vJOODLANos 
American Culture 

Heritage - Elective 9 

Purpose 

The purpose of 'American Culture' is to provide a basic knowledge of the current 

culture and traditions of the United States. Upon completion of this objective Trailmen 

should understand the variety of cultures and traditions that influence our lives, and 
the difference of American culture with the other cultures of the world. 

I. What is a melting pot culture? 

2. What are games that originated In America? 

3. What are some things that are distinctive to America? 

4. What are some common words that are taken from other languages? 

5. What are some foods that are American? 

6. What are some American holidays? 

Notes to the Trail Guide 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

I. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Objective. 

2. Make it relative to your patrol. 

3. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

4. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Objectives. 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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Skill Progression 

I. 

2. 

3. 

I. 

2. 

Learn a simple game 

Learn why diversity is good 

Learn something new about America 

Learn what makes America strong 

Learn how our fa Ith Influenced American 
culture through the answer to these 
questions 

I. Understand why culture is important 

2. How culture plays a part in your faith 
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Helps 

I. What is a melting pot culture? 

a. Goal: To understand that diversity is a strength for society. 

b. Lesson: Understand some reasons why a melting pot society is a benefit. 

c. Examples: 
i. The term "melting pot" is a metaphor for a society becoming more 

homogeneous (similar, uniform, or alike). 

ii. The different cultures, ideas, and diversities help to improve our culture. 
2. What are games that originated in America? 

a. Goal: To understand that America has developed some of its own traditional 
games even though it is relatively a young nation. 

b. Lesson: Learn a historic game. 

c. Examples 
i. American 

I. Kickball (1917, Cincinnati, Ohio) 

2. Basketball (1981, Springfield, Massachusetts) 

3. Volleyball (1895, Holyoke, Massachusetts) 

ii. Interestingly Not American 
I. Baseball (18t h Century, England) 

3. What are some things that are distinctive to America? 

a. Goal: To understand that America is unique and how those uniqueness's add to 
its strength. 

b. Lesson: Learn a few things that are unique to America. 

c. Examples: 
i. Statue of Liberty. 

ii. The U.S. Constitution. 

4. What are some common words that are taken from other languages? 

a. Goal: To understand that the United States English or even the more common 

English is developed from borrowed words. 
b. Lesson: Learn a few useful words and where they came from. 

c. Examples: 
I. Kindergarten: (German) Literally, this word means "children's garden." 

ii. Chocolate: (Nahuatl language in Mexico) Original word is xocolatl. 

iii. Tofu: (Chinese) Original word was "dou fu" which meant sour bean. 
5. What are some foods that are American? 

a. Goal: To understand that America has developed either traditional or unique 

foods that are termed "American" all over the world. 
b. Lesson: Learn a food Item and what makes It special to be an "American" food. 

c. Examples: 
i. American 
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I. Pecan Pie 

2. Meatloaf 

3. Corn Dogs 

4. Macaroni and Cheese 
5. Milkshakes 

6. S'mores 

ii. Weirdly American 
I. English Muffin (Late 1800s in New York) 

2. General Tao's Chicken (1970s in New York) 

3. Chimichanga (1937 or 1957 in Arizona) 

6. What are some American holidays? 
a. Goal: To understand that even though America has a relatively short history, it 

has already established some American holidays. 

b. Lesson: Learn a holiday and what it stands for and how it is celebrated. 
c. Examples: 

i. Easter (Easter date depends on the ecclesiastical approximation of 
March 21 for the vernal equinox) 

ii. Christmas Day (Dec. 25th
) 

iii. New Year's Day (Jan. 1
st

) 

iv. Independence Day (July 4th) 

v. Thanksgiving Day (4th Thursday in Nov.) 

vi. Martin Luther King Jr. Day (3rd Monday in Jan.) 

vii. Groundhog Day (Feb. 2nd
) 

viii. Memorial Day (4th Monday in May) 
ix. Labor Day (1 st Monday in Sept.) 

x. Veterans Day (Nov. 11th) 
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Scripture Ideas 

Galatians 3:28 

Fox - We are God's children. 

Hawk - Diversity is good and we as Christians are one family. 

Mt Lion - Christ sees us not for our differences but for our love for Him. 

Activity Ideas 

See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities 

Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region 

Say a word in see if the Trail men can guess what country or language it may have come 

from 

Game Ideas 

Check the games section online for game ideas 

Or, create a game that works for your patrol 

Play an older traditional game 

TRAIL LIFE USA: 
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v.JOODLANos 

American Culture 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Ball 

Blender 

Fruit (and other ingredients for smoothie) 

Ball 

Graham Crackers 

Chocolate 

Marshmallows 

Ball 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Kickball 
Many games originated in America. Did you know that 
Kickball was created in America! Play a game of kickball! 
Basketball and Volleyball were also created in America. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

The Melting Pot 
What is a Melting Pot? America is called a melting pot 
people come here from all over the world, but, when 
they come to America, they become American. This 
makes America have so many different cultures because 
of the melting pot. This is called diversity. 

Unique Culture 
America is a very unique place. Learn about some things 
that make America's culture unique. Learn some words 
that were taken from other languages, such as 
Kindergarten (German), tofu (Chinese), and burrito 
(Spanish). Learn that the reason we have all these words 
from different languages is because people from 
different countries come to America and contribute to 
our culture. 

What is Culture 
Culture is what America has altogether. America has 
many people from many different places and cultures. 
When they come to America, they bring their individual 
cultures to this country. Then, all the different cultures 
add to America's culture, making it a very unique one. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Smoothie Time! 
Learn about the Melting pot by making a smoothie! Give 
each boy a different piece of fruit (or another smoothie 
ingredient) and have them put it in the blender. Make 
sure they notice that each ingredient is different. When 
all the ingredients are in the blender, blend it up and 
show them that, even though the ingredients started 
out different, they are the same thing now. Everyone 
can now drink the smoothie! Make sure to check for food 
allergies first. 

American Foods 
Learn about different foods that were made in America! 

Pecan Pie 

Meatloaf 

Corn Dogs 

Macaroni and Cheese 

Milkshakes 

S'mores 

Make some S'mores with the Trailmen and have them 
eat them. American food tastes good! 

Words 
Try learning what words originated in different cultures. 
Practice them with each other and learn where they are 
from. Bring and share snacks from different cultures. 
Make sure to check for food allergies first. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

American Faith 
Learn about how America has been shaped by faith. 
Think about your faith. Faith is very important in your 
life, just like it is in America. 

Pray about faith with the Trailmen. 

Diversity 
Read Galatians 3:28 
Talk about how Diversity is good and we as Christians 
are one family. 

Pray with the Trailmen 

Faith 
America was founded on faith in God. Culture plays a 
very important role in faith. The culture of your church 
plays an important part in your faith. Faith in God is very 
important in our lives. We need to remember to always 
have faith. 

Pray with the Trailmen. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Where Is Your Family From? 
Talk with your family about the diversity in America. Ask 
your family where your family originated from. 

Culture 
Discuss culture with your family. What things make 
culture in your area unique? Does your family have a 
culture? 

Family Culture 
Talk with your family about culture and diversity. Think 
about the history of your family and culture. 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the American Culture Step on the Heritage 
Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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Heritage Branch  Elective Step 10 

 

 

 

Purpose 

step provides a basic knowledge of the history and leadership of the 

step Trailmen should understand the 

importance of their state, state symbols, and what sets it apart from other states. 

1. What does your state flag look like?  How does it differ from all the other state 

flags? 

2. Where is your state on a US map? What states/countries/waters border your 

state? 

3. What are some of your state symbols?  

4. Who is your governor and other state leaders? 

5. What are some things that are manufactured in your state? 

6. Who are some famous people, both past and present, from your state?  Why are 

they famous? 

 

Notes to the Trail Guide //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

1. Note: Because of the uniqueness of this topic, you will need to do research 

concerning your own state. Examples given will be to help Trail Guides think 

through this topic, but will not provide your specific answers and content.  

2. The goal is not for the boys to be experts at these topics, but to gain an increased 

knowledge and awareness of the Step. 

3. Make it relative to your patrol. 

4. Remember, these lessons should build from Fox to Hawk and from Hawk to 

Mountain Lion. 

5. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Steps. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  

v,JOODlANos 

y 

The 'My State' 
Trailman's own state. Upon completion of this 

TRAILUFEUSA 
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Skills Progression  

  

 
  

1. Become familiar with state symbols. 

2. Pick out state flag from group of other state 

flags. 

3. Locate state on a map of the USA. 

  

 
  

1. Become familiar with state symbols. 

2. Pick out state flag from group of other state 

flags. 

3. Locate state on a map of the USA. 

4. Tell states, countries or bodies of water 

surrounding home state. 

  

 

1. Become familiar with state symbols. 

2. Pick out state flag from group of other state 

flags. 

3. Locate state on a map of the USA. 

4. Tell states, countries or bodies of water 

surrounding home state. 

5. Discuss a famous person from home state. 

6. What makes your state different from other 

states? 
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Helps 

1. What does your state flag look like?  How does it differ from all the other state 

flags? 

a. Goal:    

b. Lesson: Identify state flag image and qualities. 

c. Examples:  

i. Find your state in this Wikipedia list: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_states_and_territories_of_the
_United_States 

ii. Present a color image of your state flag and a color print out or 
presentation of other state flags. Check out Wikipedia.org for this 
information or do an online search for your state flag. Discuss its 
qualities and distinctions.  

d. Examples Activities:  

i. Provide Trailmen with a black and white outline sheet of your state 

Provide crayons and colored pencils (several of same state flag 
colors will be needed). Discuss the different colors and meanings as 
the boys fill in their flags.  

2. Where is your state on a US map? What states/countries/waters border your 

state? 

a. Goal: Become familiar with surroundings of your state. 

b. Lesson: Identify the surrounding states, countries and/or bodies of water 
of your state. 

c. Examples:  

i. Provide a black and white printout of USA map with labeled states: 
http://www.freeusandworldmaps.com/html/USAandCanada/USPrint
able.html.  

ii. Before handing out maps, quiz the boys to see if they know which 
state is which direction. It will be fun to see them guess. Another 

your other hand point in the direction of [neighboring state/body of 
water]. Kee
other all pointing different ways. 

iii. Have Trailmen color their state with a desired color. Name the 
surrounding states. Color them with a different color. Be sure to 
draw North on your maps. 

 

3. What are some of your state symbols? 

a. Goal:  

b. Lesson:  

c. Examples:  

i. Wikipedia is your friend! From the link above in question 1, select 

__ Become familiar with Trailmen's state flag. 

flag. Do an online search for "black and white outline [state] flag." 

option would be, "Trailmen, cover your eyes with one hand. Using 

ping pointing but uncover your eyes." Let them see each 

__ Become familiar with Trailmen's state symbols. 
___ Identify and view images of state's symbols and their meanings. 

your state to view more information. Or search Wikipedia for "List of 

TRAIL UFE USA 
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ii. List/show some or all of the following:  
1. Flag 

2. Flower 

3. Motto 

4. Nickname 

5. Seal 

6. Coat of arms 

7. Bird 

8. Animal/Mammal 

9. Tree 

10. Song 

d. Examples Activities: 

i. Do an onli
There are many examples that incorporate several of the state 
symbols into one page. 

4. Who is your governor and other state leaders? 

a. Goal: Expose Trailmen to names of official leaders. 

b. Lesson: Learn that states governments are filled with people who have 
been placed by God in their position. Praying for our leadership is very 
important so that our nation can walk in the footsteps of Christ.  

c. Examples:  

i. Visit your st Learn about your 
Governor. What is his or her story? Where did they grow up? What 
other positions did they have before becoming governor? 

ii. Who are some other state leaders you can learn about from your 
How are they 

demonstrating their faith in their position? 

d. Example Activities: 

i. See if you can have a state leader come to your troop meeting or 
have a Hit the Trail event at their office or campaign headquarters. 
Have them tell about their position and the role they fill in the 

 

ii. Take some time to pray for (and with if possible) 
leadership, for God to grant wisdom, knowledge and leadership.  

5. What are some things that are manufactured in your state? 

a. Goal: Expose Trailmen to manufactured items and resources of state.  

b. Lesson: Realize that each state, while it might be unique, has something to 
contribute to the whole of the United States, much like we all have gifts and 
talents to contribute to the body of Christ.  

c. Examples: 

i. 
http://www.nam.org/Data-and-Reports/State-Manufacturing-Data/ 

two-page PDF or make 
notes of top manufactured goods.  

[state] symbols" for details. 

ne search for "[State Name] State symbols coloring page." 

ate's website www.[statename].gov. 

state's site? Try to find one you know is a Christian. 

state's government. 
your state's 

Check out this link for your state's manufacturing facts: 

Click on your state's name and print the 

TRAIL UFE USA 
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ii. Discuss resources that might be unique to you
resources and how they might be used. Information is available in 

 

6. Who are some famous people, both past and present, from your state?  Why are 

they famous? 

a. Goal: Expose Trailmen to famous and influential people from your state.  

b. Lesson: Famous people come from all over our country. Find men and 
women worth emulating and see where their footsteps took them.  

c. Examples: 

i. 
those who you think are relevant to your Trailmen.  

ii. Research one or two people that jump out at you as being relevant 
to your Trailmen from your state. Tell your Trailmen a little about 
their stories. What kinds of characteristics do they have that are 
worth imitating? What can we learn from their mistakes? 

iii. How are they the same and/or different from what the Bible tells us 
about Jesus Christ?  

Activity Ideas 

 See the relevant patrol and branch section of the activities. 

 Or, create your own activity relevant to your troop and region. 

 Several ideas are listed above. 

Game ideas 

 Check the games section online for game ideas. 

 Or, create a game that works for your patrol. 

 Several ideas are listed below. 

o Buy a 50-state 
how fast a patrol could put together the United States. Alternative would be to 
print out a version of a USA map, cut states into pieces and race to put 
together the states. Make this simpler for Foxes by cutting states into larger 
groups (i.e. northeast, Midwest, etc.).  

o Play this game on a tablet: 
http://www.abcya.com/USA_geography_puzzle_map.htm Play like Hot potato, 
each boy gets a turn to find a state and passes it on. Select Easy for 
Foxes/Hawks and Difficult for Mt. Lions. Set a time and/or music and see how 
fast they could assemble the USA.  

o Watch this impressive video of all of the states and capitals, hand-drawn to a 
catchy song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_E2CNZIlVIg (run time: 4:08). 
You might be surprised at how much of the song Trailmen learn! 

  

r state's natural 

your state's Wikipedia page. 

Search Wikipedia for "List of people from [state name]." Highlight 

puzzle (with pieces shaped like the states). Have a "race" to see 

TRAIL UFE USA 
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Scripture 

Romans 13:1-7 

 Fox  We should respect our local and state government. 

 Hawk  We should respect our local and state government because God placed them 

there. 

 Mt. Lion  We should respect our local and state government because God placed them 

what does this mean? 

Philippians 3:20-21 

 Fox   

 Hawk/Mt. Lion   Jesus is not subject to 
this world, but everything is subject to him. 

Titus 3:1 

 Fox  Be obedient to authorities, including all state authorities.  

 Hawk  Submit to authorities, especially police officers.  

 Mt. Lion  Submit to authorities. How can you show people in authority, like a police 
officer respect? 

1 Peter 2:13-17 

 Fox  Remember God placed them in authority. 

 Hawk  Live as servants of God to do what is right. 

 Mt. Lion  Respect authority, but fear God. If the authority asks you to go against God, 
always fear God and do as He would want.  

Websites 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_states_and_territories_of_the_United_States 
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there, for fear of God's wrath and our conscience. Discuss, 

- Don't forget this is not your home, heaven is! 

- Don't forget this is not your home, heaven is! 
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v.JOODLANos 

My State 

Lesson Plan 
Heritage Branch 

Lesson Plans are designed to accompany the related Helps documents for each Step. 
Please refer to the resources in the appropriate Helps document found in the Leader 
Pages while you prepare your lesson. 

The six "F"s are presented in a suggested order, but you are not required to complete 
them in that order. You may rearrange them as fits your troop's particular needs. 

Necessary Resources 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////// /////// ////// 

Coloring page of flag 

Map of America 

Map of America 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FUN 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

King George Says 
Play a game of Simon Says, but instead call yourself King 
George. Begin with some simple commands, but make 
them increasingly difficult. For example, begin with hop 
on one foot, then hop on the other foot, then pat your 
head, now hop on one foot and pat your head, now hop 
on one foot, pat your head and rub your belly all at the 
same time. Now hop on one foot, pat your head, rub 
your belly and give me all your money!! Be sure to play 
the game by adding "King George says" when desired. 
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FOCUS 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Learn About Your State 
Learn about your state. Since every state is different, 
Trail Guides should personalize the activities and focus 
to their own state. Show the boys pictures of your state 
flag and state symbols. Tell them what is unique about 
their state. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FINGERS 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Color the State Flag 
Print out a picture of your state flag and have the 
Trailmen color it while you tell them about any state 
symbols on and the history of your state flag. 

Maps 
Bring a map of America to the meeting. See if the 
Trailmen can locate their state on a map. Let them see 
which states or countries border your state. Look at the 
major bodies of water that your state contains or 
borders. 

Divide into two groups. Have each group work together 
to make a list using a permanent marker and paper of 
everything they like about their state (two syllables 
works best) and display it where they can see it during 
the cheer. Then have the two groups stand on opposite 
sides of the room. Using the cheer format "We like {your 
state name} yes we do, we like {thing they like} how 
'bout you?" go back and forth with each team naming 
each item on their list. Don't forget to clap to the cheer 
and point at the other side when you say "you"! 

Example (using Florida): 

Team A: "We like Florida, yes we do. We like the beach, 
how about you?" 

Team B: "We like Florida, yes we do. We like sunshine, 
how about you?" 

Team A: "We like Florida, yes we do. We like rocket 
launches, how about you? 

And so on. 
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FAITH (TRAIL GUIDE THOUGHTS) 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Your Home 
Read Philippians 3:20-21. Talk about how, even though 
you live in your state, it is not your final home. 

TRAIL LIFE USA 
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FAMILY 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

State Trip 
Talk about your state with your family. If possible, visit 
the capital of your state and look around. You could also 
go to a famous place in your state. Make sure to take 
pictures of your trip! 
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FOREST BADGE 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

By actively participating in this meeting, each Trailman 
earned the My State Step on the Heritage Branch. 

*Note: It is up to the Trail Guide to determine whether or 
not a Trailman was an active in the meeting. Even if he 
attended the meeting, you are not required to award 
him the Step if he did not participate. 
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vJOODLANos 
Hit the Trail! 

Heritage - HTT 

Purpose 

Heritage build upon the rich history and traditions that have made our country strong. 

The purpose is to expose the Trail men to real world examples and the people who 

helped establish our heritage. 

Notes to the Trail Guide I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I. Hit the Trail! serves more as an experience than a lesson based event. The Trailmen 

should have an experience rather than a class. 

2. The goal is for the Trail men to gain an increased knowledge and awareness of the 

subject. 

3. These outings should relate at the Fox, Hawk, or Mountain Lion patrol level. 

4. Many 'Hit the Trail!' act ivities can be rolled into a campout or other special event 

5. See the Leaders Guide for more information on Objectives. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Notes/Ideas: 

Visit a VFW or American Legion post to deliver 'thank you' cards. 

Participate in a cleanup of a local memorial site. 

Perform a flag ceremony. 
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Special guests can be invited to talk about how their career relies on tradition or historical knowledge. 
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Activities: 

Outside 

Inside 

Historical Sites 

Battlefield 

Historic District 
Historic House or Building 

Attend a Veteran's Day Parade 

Attend an Independence Day parade 

A National Monument 

Farm 

Library 

Museum 

Government Building 

Special Guests 

Historian 

History Teacher 

Professor 

An artist/crafts person who practices traditional arts or crafts 

Farmer 
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